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THE DESCRIPTIVE SET THEORY OF THE LEBESGUE
DENSITY THEOREM
ALESSANDRO ANDRETTA AND RICCARDO CAMERLO
In memory of Greg Hjorth
Abstract. Given an equivalence class [A] in the measure algebra of the Cantor
space, let Φˆ([A]) be the set of points having density 1 in A. Sets of the form
Φˆ([A]) are called T -regular. We establish several results about T -regular sets.
Among these, we show that T -regular sets can have any complexity within Π0
3
(=Fσδ), that is for any Π
0
3
subset X of the Cantor space there is a T -regular
set that has the same topological complexity of X . Nevertheless, the generic
T -regular set is Π0
3
-complete, meaning that the classes [A] such that Φˆ([A]) is
Π0
3
-complete form a comeagre subset of the measure algebra. We prove that this
set is also dense in the sense of forcing, as T -regular sets with empty interior
turn out to be Π0
3
-complete. Finally we show that the generic [A] does not
contain a ∆0
2
set, i.e., a set which is in Fσ ∩Gδ.
1. Introduction
The measure algebra of a probability Borel measure µ on a standard Borel space
X , is the quotient
Malg(X, µ) =
Meas(X, µ)
Null(X, µ)
whereMeas(X, µ) is the σ-algebra of the µ-measurable subsets ofX andNull(X, µ)
is the σ-ideal of the sets of µ-measure 0. It can be obtained by taking the quotient of
Bor(X), the σ-algebra of Borel subsets of X , and it is canonical, in the sense that
Malg(X, µ) is unique, up to isomorphism, for any continuous probability measure
µ on a standard Borel space [Kec95, p. 116]. The function ([A], [B]) 7→ µ (A△B)
is a separable complete metric that turns Malg into a Polish space.
In order to state our results in a convenient way, we will take the measure space
to be the Cantor set ω2 with the Lebesgue measure µ, also known as the Bernoulli
or coin-tossing measure.
A point x ∈ ω2 is said to have density r ∈ [0; 1] in a measurable set A ⊆ ω2
if
(1) DA(x)
def
= lim
n→∞
µ (A ∩Nx↾n)
µ (Nx↾n)
= r,
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where Ns = {x ∈
ω2 | s ⊂ x} is the basic open neighborhhod determined by the
finite sequence s. The map DA is called the density function for the set A.
Note that DA(x) does not necessarily exist for all x, since the limit might not
converge. However, for all x ∈ ω2
DA(x) = 1−D¬A(x)
where ¬A
def
= ω2 \A is the complement of A, meaning that if one of the two limits
exists, so does the other, and equality holds. The following result, known as the
Lebesgue Density Theorem says that almost every x ∈ A has density 1 in A.
Theorem 1.1. Let A ⊆ ω2 be Lebesgue measurable. Then
Φ(A) = {x ∈ ω2 | x has density 1 in A}
is Lebesgue measurable, and µ(A△Φ(A)) = 0. In other words, DA(x) agrees with
the characteristic function of A, for almost every x ∈ ω2.
If A,B ⊆ ω2 are measurable sets and µ(A△B) = 0, then DA(x) = DB(x) for
all x hence Φ(A) = Φ(B). The map Φ: Meas→Meas induces a function
Φˆ : Malg→Meas
selecting a representative in each ≡-equivalence class, where ≡ is equality up to a
null set,
A ≡ B ⇔ A△B ∈ Null.
In the literature (see e.g. [Oxt80, Theorem 3.21, p. 17], or [Coh93, Corollary
6.2.6, p. 184], or [Fre02, Corollary 223B, p. 63]), the Lebesgue Density Theorem
is stated (and proved) for Rk, rather than the Cantor space, with the density of a
point x ∈ Rk in a measurable set A ⊆ Rk defined as the limit
lim
ε→0
λk(A ∩ Bd(x; ε))
λk(Bd(x; ε))
,
where Bd(x; ε) =
{
y ∈ Rk | d(y, x) < ε
}
is the open ball centered around x of
radius ε, and d and λk are, respectively, the Euclidean metric and the Lebesgue
measure on Rk. Density functions can be defined for every Borel measure µ on a
metric space (X, d), but the Lebesgue Density Theorem might not hold even when
(X, d) is Polish (D.H. Fremlin, personal communication). On the other hand,
for every Borel probability measure µ on a standard Borel space X , the algebra
Malg(X, µ) admits a Borel selector, being isomorphic to the measure algebra on
the Cantor set (see Proposition 3.1). This paper focuses on the Cantor space, so
for the reader’s benefit we include a proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 8.
The sets of the form Φ(A) are known to be Π03 — see e.g. [Wil02, p. 681]. In
this paper we shall follow the logicians’ notation and write Σ01 for the family of
open sets, Σ0n+1 for the family of countable unions of Π
0
n sets, Π
0
n for the family
of complements of Σ0n sets, and ∆
0
n for Σ
0
n ∩ Π
0
n. Therefore Π
0
3 is simply the
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collection of all Fσδ sets, and, by a theorem of Wadge, an Fσδ set which is not Gδσ
is complete Π03 (see [Kec95, Section22.B]).
We shall prove some results on the complexity of Φ(A).
Theorem 1.2. There is an open set U and a closed set C such that Φ(U) = Φ(C)
is complete Π03.
In fact there are many sets of the form Φ(A) which are complete Π03.
Theorem 1.3. If ∅ 6= Φ(A) has empty interior, then Φ(A) is complete Π03.
Not every set Φ(A) is complete Π03 — in fact the opposite is true. In order to
formulate the next result in a convenient form, recall that two subsets A,B ⊆ ω2
are Wadge equivalent A ≡W B just in case each one is the continuous preimage of
the other. A ≡W-equivalence class is called a Wadge degree.
Theorem 1.4. For each ∆03 set A ⊆
ω2 there are an open set U and a closed set
C such that Φ(U) = Φ(C) ≡W A.
Although Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 could be merged into a single statement
Theorem 1.5. For every Wadge degree d ⊆ Π03 there are U ∈ Σ
0
1 and C ∈ Π
0
1
such that Φ(U) = Φ(C) ∈ d.
the proofs of the two results are different enough to warrant distinct statements.
Theorem 1.5 asserts that applying Φ to very simple sets (like open or closed sets)
every conceivable complexity below Π03 can be attained. This does not mean that
every Φ(A) is of the form Φ(U) or Φ(C) with U open and C closed, since this would
imply that every measurable set A is equivalent (up to a null set) to a closed or
an open set, which is far from being true. Every measurable set is equivalent to a
Σ02 (=Fσ) and to a Π
0
2 (=Gδ) and these are the least pointclasses that intersect
every equivalence class in Malg.
Theorem 1.6.
{
[A] ∈Malg | [A] ∩∆02 = ∅
}
is comeager in Malg.
In other words, for the generic A there is no set D which is simultaneously Fσ
and Gδ, and such that µ(A△D) = 0.
The import of Theorem 1.5 is that, arguing in ZF+DC alone, the family of sets
S
def
= ran(Φ) = {Φ(A) | A ∈Meas}
intersects every Wadge degree inside Π03, yet S has the size of the continuum,
being in bijection with the Polish space Malg. This should be contrasted with
the fact that under the Axiom of Determinacy (AD) the size of Π03 is much larger
than the continuum [Hjo98, AHN07]. Families S of size continuum intersecting
every Wadge degree in Γ can be constructed under AD for every Borel boldface
pointclass Γ, as L. Motto Ros pointed out to us; however the case of S = ran(Φ)
and Γ = Π03 is the only nontrivial, natural example of this phenomenon we know
of.
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Theorem 1.5 implies that for every Wadge degree d ⊆ Π03, the sets
Wd = {[A] ∈Malg | Φ(A) ∈ d}
are nonempty, hence
{
Wd | d ⊆ Π
0
3
}
is a partition of Malg. Since the length of
the Wadge hierarchy of ∆03 sets is ω
ω1
1 , this defines a canonical well-quasi-order 
on Malg of length ωω11 + 1, which, by the Kunen-Martin theorem, cannot be Σ
1
1.
Actually the complexity of  is Σ12 and its equivalence classes Wd are provably
∆12 (Section 4.4), hence they have the property of Baire. Clearly all but countably
many Wd must be meager — in fact all but one.
Theorem 1.7. Let d = Π03\∆
0
3 be the Wadge degree of all sets which are complete
Π03. Then Wd is comeager in Malg.
Although most of the Wd are meager, they are topologically dense:
Theorem 1.8. If d ⊆ Π03 is a Wadge degree and d 6= {∅} , {
ω2}, then Wd is dense
in the topological space Malg, i.e.
∀A ∈Meas∀ε > 0∃B ∈Meas
(
µ(A△B) < ε ∧ Φ(B) ∈ d
)
.
In fact we can take B such that Φ(B) = Φ(U) = Φ(C) with U ∈ Σ01 and C ∈ Π
0
1.
If we look at Malg as a Boolean algebra or, equivalently, as a forcing notion,
there is a competing notion of “dense set”: if B is a Boolean algebra then D ⊆
B \ {0B} is dense iff
∀b ∈ B \ {0B} ∃d ∈ D (d ≤ b).
The set of all [A] ∈Malg such that Φ(A) has empty interior is dense in the sense
of forcing, and from Theorem 1.3 we shall obtain
Theorem 1.9. Let d = Π03 \∆
0
3 be the top Wadge degree in Π
0
3, i.e., the Wadge
degree of the complete Π03 sets. Then Wd is dense in Malg in the sense of forcing,
and it is the unique Wadge degree with this property.
Therefore when forcing with the measure algebra, it is enough to focus on con-
ditions that are complete Π03 sets.
Plan of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3
we record some basic facts and the notations used throughout the paper, while
Section 3.4 is devoted to some examples and counterexamples. The basics of the
Wadge hierarchy of the Cantor space are developed in Section 4, where Theorem 1.8
is deduced from Theorem 1.5. The main technical parts of the paper are Sections 5
and 6 where measure-theoretic analogues of theWadge constructions are developed,
and Theorem 1.4 is proved. Finally, Theorems 1.2, 1.3, 1.6, 1.7, and 1.9 are proved
in Section 7.
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2. Notation
For the basics of descriptive set theory, measure theory, and the density topology,
the reader is referred to [Kec95, Oxt80, Wil02].
The length of x ∈ ≤ω2
def
= <ω2 ∪ ω2 is dom(x) and it is usually denoted by lh(x).
If s ∈ <ω2 and x ∈ ≤ω2, the concatenation of s with x is denoted with sax, or
even sx, if there is no danger of confusion. When x = 〈i〉 and i ∈ {0, 1} we simply
write sai, while i(n) denotes the sequence of length n and constant value i. Two
sequences s, t ∈ <ω2 are incompatible, in symbols s ⊥ t, if s(n) 6= t(n) for some
n < lh(s), lh(t). If A ⊆ ω2 and s ∈ <ω2 then
A⌊s⌋ =
{
x ∈ ω2 | sax ∈ A
}
is the localization of A at s. In particular (1) can be restated as
DA(x) = lim
n→∞
µ
(
A⌊x↾n⌋
)
= r.
Similarly, if T is a tree on 2, then
T⌊s⌋ =
{
u ∈ <ω2 | sau ∈ T
}
is the localization of T at s.
The Lebesgue measure µ on the Cantor space is the unique Borel measure such
that µ(Ns) = 2
− lh(s), and for any measurable set A,
µ(A⌊s⌋) =
1
2
(µ(A⌊sa0⌋) + µ(A⌊sa1⌋))
hence for every n
µ(A) = 2−n
(∑
s∈n2
µ(A⌊s⌋)
)
.
Therefore
µ(A) =
∞∑
n=0
2−n−1µ(A)
=
∞∑
n=0
2−2n−1
∑
s∈n2
µ(A⌊s⌋)
=
∑
s∈<ω2
2−2 lh(s)−1µ(A⌊s⌋)
(2)
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and in particular, when A = ω2
(3) 1 =
∑
s∈<ω2
2−2 lh(s)−1.
Let A ⊆ <ω2 be an antichain, i.e. a family of pairwise incompatible nodes. Then
the Ns (s ∈
<ω2) are pairwise disjoint hence
(4)
∑
s∈A
2− lh(s) = µ
(⋃
s∈A
Ns
)
≤ 1.
Lemma 2.1. Let B be a nonempty collection of measurable sets, closed under the
operations
B 7→ D ∪ taB
where D ∈∆01 and Nt ∩D = ∅. Then
∀A ∈Meas∀ε > 0∃B ∈ B
(
µ(A△B) < ε
)
.
In other words: {[B] | B ∈ B} is topologically dense in Malg.
Proof. Let A ∈ Meas, B ∈ B and ε > 0 be given. Fix a clopen set D 6= ω2 such
that µ(A△D) < ε/2. Let t be such that Nt ∩ D = ∅ and 2− lh(t) < ε/2. Then
D ∪ taB ∈ B by assumption, and µ(A△(D ∪ taB)) < ε. 
The interior and closure of a set A are denoted by IntA and ClA, respectively,
while the symbol A is reserved for a different concept (see Section 4.2). The
frontier of A is the set FrA = ClA ∩ Cl(¬A) = ClA \ IntA.
If µ is a finite Borel measure on a second countable topological space X , the
support of µ is the smallest co-null closed set, that is
X \
⋃
{U ⊆ X | U open and µ(U) = 0} .
This notion suggests the following definition. If A is measurable, the inner sup-
port of A
supt−(A) =
⋃
{U | µ(U) = µ(U ∩A) ∧ U open}
is the largest open set V such that µ(V ) = µ(V ∩ A). The outer support of A
supt+(A) = ¬ supt−(¬A)
=
⋂
{C | µ(A \ C) = 0 ∧ C closed}
is the smallest closed set C that contains A up to a null set. It is immediate to
check that IntA ⊆ supt−(A) and supt+(A) ⊆ ClA, but the inclusions can be strict
as supt+and supt− are invariant up to null sets.
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3. Easy facts
3.1. A coding of Π03 sets. A clopen D ⊆
ω2 is completely determined by a finite
tree T on {0, 1} such that D =
⋃
{Nt | t a terminal node of T}. In order to have
a unique such T we require that there is no t such that both ta0 and ta1 are
terminal nodes of T . Let T be the collection of all such trees. A clopen subset of
ω2× ω × ω × ω — where this space is endowed with the product topology, and ω
is taken to be discrete — can be identified with a function (k,m, n) 7→ Tk,m,n ∈ T .
By standard arguments, every such function can be coded as an element of the
Cantor space, so let K ⊆ ω2 be the set of all such codes, and let
π : K → ∆01(
ω2× ω × ω × ω)
be the decoding bijection. The map
ψ : ∆01(
ω2× ω × ω × ω)→ Π03(
ω2), D 7→
⋂
n
⋃
m
⋂
k
Dk,m,n,
where
Dk,m,n = {x ∈
ω2 | (x, k,m, n) ∈ D}
is surjective, hence π ◦ ψ : K ։ Π03(
ω2) can be construed as a coding of the Π03
subsets of the Cantor space.
By the Lebesgue Density Theorem 1.1, for any measurable sets A,B ⊆ ω2
A ≡ B ⇔ ∀s ∈ <ω2
(
µ
(
A⌊s⌋
)
= µ
(
B⌊s⌋
))
,
and for any m ∈ ω and r ∈ [0; 1) the set{
x ∈ ω2 | µ(A⌊x↾m⌋) > r
}
is clopen. Therefore the set
(5) A˜ =
{
(x,m, n, k) ∈ ω2× ω × ω × ω | m ≥ n⇒ µ
(
A⌊x↾m⌋
)
> 1− 2−k−1
}
is clopen. (The reason for the extra coordinate n in the definition of A˜ will be
clear shortly.) Moreover A˜ depends on the equivalence class [A] ∈ Malg, rather
than on the set A, i.e.
A ≡ B ⇒ A˜ = B˜,
and the map Malg→∆01(
ω2×ω× ω×ω), [A] 7→ A˜ is Borel — in the sense that
its composition with π−1 yields a Borel function Malg → K. (In fact this map
falls short of being continuous in that the preimage of an open set is a Boolean
combination of open sets.) Since
(6) x ∈ Φ(A) ⇔ ∀k∃n∀m ≥ n
(
µ(A⌊x↾m⌋) > 1− 2
−k−1
)
then
Φˆ([A]) =
⋂
k
⋃
n
⋂
m
A˜m,n,k.
Proposition 3.1. (a) Φ(A) ∈ Π03 for all measurable A, and
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(b) the map Φˆ : Malg → Π03 is Borel in the codes, i.e. there is a Borel map
F : Malg→ K such that F([A]) is a code for Φˆ([A]).
Proof. Part (a) is folklore and it follows from (6) when the ambient space is ω2 —
see [Wil02] for a proof that Φ(A) is Π03 when the ambient space is [0; 1] and µ is
the Lebesgue measure.
For (b) just take F([A]) = A˜. 
3.2. Properties if Φ. Let us list some easy facts about the density map Φ.
A ⊆ B ⇒ Φ(A) ⊆ Φ(B),(7a)
Φ(Φ(A)) = Φ(A),(7b)
Φ(A ∩B) = Φ(A) ∩ Φ(B),(7c)
Φ(∅) = ∅ and Φ(ω2) = ω2,(7d)
Φ(¬A) ⊆ ¬Φ(A),(7e)
Φ(A ∪B) ⊇ Φ(A) ∪ Φ(B), and more generally,(7f)
Φ(
⋃
i∈I
Ai) ⊇
⋃
i∈I
Φ(Ai).(7g)
The inclusions in (7e) and (7f) cannot be replaced by equalities, as can be seen by
constructing appropriate counterexamples or by the following metamathematical
argument. If Φ(¬A) = ¬Φ(A) for all A or, equivalently, Φ(A∪B) = Φ(A) ∪Φ(B)
for all A,B, then Φ: Meas→ Bor would be a homomorphism of Boolean algebras
such that Φ(A) ≡ A. Such homomorphisms are called Borel liftings, and by work
of Shelah [She83] their existence is independent of ZFC.
By (7c), (7d), and (7g) the family
T = {A ∈Meas | A ⊆ Φ(A)}
is a topology on the Cantor set, and it is called the density topology. If A is
open and x ∈ A, then Nx↾n ⊆ A for all large enough n, so
(8) A ∈ Σ01 ⇒ A ⊆ Φ(A),
hence T refines the standard topology. Since Φ(A \ N) = Φ(A) ⊇ A ⊇ A \ N ,
for any null set N and any open set A, it follows that T is strictly finer than the
standard topology. Note that the inclusion in (8) can be strict by Example 3.7
below. Here is a list of the properties of T — for proofs see [Wil02] and the
reference therein:
• For any A ⊆ ω2
IntT A = A ∩ Φ(B)
where B is any measurable kernel of A, that is: any measurable set B ⊆ A
such that µ(B) = µ∗(A), with µ∗ the inner measure.
• T is neither first countable (hence not second countable) nor separable, but
it is Baire.
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• A is null if and only if it is meager in the topology T , if and only if it is
nowhere dense in the topology T , if and only if it is closed and discrete in the
topology T .
• A = Φ(A) if and only if A is a regular open set of the topology T , that is
A = IntT ClT A.
In view of this last property, a measurable set A ⊆ ω2 such that A = Φ(A) is
called T -regular.
Clearly
(9) A ∈∆01 ⇒ A = Φ(A)
but the converse implication does not hold — as we shall see below, there are sets
A such that Φ(A) = A of arbitrarily high complexity in the pointclass Π03.
By (7e) and (8)
(10) A ∈ Π01 ⇒ Φ(A) ⊆ A.
(Again by Example 3.7 the inclusion can be strict.) By monotonicity
(11) IntA ⊆ Φ(A) ⊆ ClA.
Thus if A = Φ(C) for some closed C, then by (10) and monotonicity we may
assume that C = ClA, hence
A ∈ ran
(
Φ ↾ Π01
)
⇔ A = Φ(ClA).
Similarly
A ∈ ran
(
Φ ↾ Σ01
)
⇔ A = Φ(IntA).
If A ≡ B then supt−(A) = supt−(B) and supt+(A) = supt+(B), in particular
the inner/outer support of A is the same as the inner/outer support of Φ(A), but
in general A 6≡ supt±(A). In fact the sets supt±(A) are not complete invariants for
the relation of measure equivalence — in other words, the mapMalg→ Σ01×Π
0
1,
[A] 7→ (supt−(A), supt+(A)) is not injective (Proposition 7.4).
Using the preceding results, (11) can be refined to
(12) IntA ⊆ supt−(A) ⊆ Φ(A) ⊆ supt+(A) ⊆ ClA,
hence
µ (FrA) = 0 ⇔ IntA ≡ supt−(A) ≡ A ≡ supt+(A) ≡ ClA
and thus
A = Φ(A) ∧ µ(FrA) = 0 ⇔ A = Φ(ClA) = Φ(IntA).
Therefore a T -regular set is the image via Φ of an open and of a closed set if and
only if its frontier is null, i.e.
(13) A = Φ(A) ∧ µ(FrA) = 0 ⇔ A ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ01) ∩ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1).
If A ≡ B then Φ(A) = Φ(B) ⊆ ClB hence Cl Φ(A) ⊆ ClB. Therefore Φ(A) is
a set X ≡ A such that ClX is minimal.
Lemma 3.2. ClΦ(A) = supt+(A) and Int Φ(A) = supt−(A).
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Proof. As supt+(A) is closed, it is enough to show that supt+(A) ⊆ ClΦ(A). Let
x ∈ supt+(A): then µ(U ∩ A) > 0 for every open neighborhood U containing x,
and since µ (A△Φ(A)) = 0 then µ (U ∩ Φ(A)) > 0. Therefore U∩Φ(A) 6= ∅ hence
x ∈ ClΦ(A). This proves the first equality.
For the second, as supt−(A) is open, it is enough to show that Int Φ(A) ⊆
supt−(A). Let x ∈ V ⊆ Φ(A) with V open: as V ∩ A ≡ V ∩ Φ(A) = V then
µ(V ∩ A) = µ(V ), hence V ⊆ supt−(A). 
If C is closed and T -regular, then ¬C is open hence Φ(¬C) = ¬C by (8), (7c)
and (7d). Therefore
(14) C ∈ Π01 and T -regular ⇒ ¬C is T -regular.
Example 3.8 shows that (14) fails if Π01 is replaced by Σ
0
1.
Definition 3.3. For A a measurable set of positive measure, let
D(A) =
{
s ∈ <ω2 | µ(A⌊s⌋) > 0
}
.
Then D(A) is a pruned tree, and by the Lebesgue Density Theorem it has no
isolated branches. Thus
x ∈ Φ(A) ⇔ x ∈ [D(A)] ∧ DA(x) = 1.
Proposition 3.4. [D(A)] = supt+(A).
Proof. Clearly A \ [D(A)] is null. If µ(A \ [T ]) = 0 for some pruned tree T , then
s /∈ T ⇒ µ(A ∩Ns) = 0⇒ µ(A⌊s⌋) = 0⇒ s /∈D(A)
that is: D(A) ⊆ T . 
By (12),
(15) C ∈ Π01 ⇒ Φ(C) = Φ(D(C)).
Proposition 3.5. For every s ∈D(A), if µ(A⌊s⌋) < r < 1 then
∃t ⊃ s
(
µ(A⌊t⌋) ≥ r ∧ ∀u
(
s ⊆ u ⊂ t⇒ µ(A⌊u⌋) ≥ µ(A⌊s⌋)
))
.
Proof. Replacing A⌊s⌋ with A we may assume that s = ∅. Let
B =
{
t ∈D(A) | µ(A⌊t⌋) ≥ r ∧ ∀t
′ ⊂ t
(
µ(A⌊t′⌋ < r)
)}
.
Claim 3.5.1. B is a maximal antichain in D(A).
Proof. It is clear that B is an antichain. Suppose s ∈ D(A): by the Lebesgue
Density Theorem, there is an x ∈ Φ(A)∩Ns. Let n be least such that µ(A⌊x↾n⌋) ≥ r.
Then x ↾ n ∈ B and x ↾ n is compatible with s. 
Towards a contradiction, suppose that for every t ∈ B there is a minimal ut ⊂ t
such that µ(A⌊ut⌋) < µ(A), and let A be the set of all these ut. It is easy to check
that A is also a maximal antichain in D(A).
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Claim 3.5.2. µ(A) =
∑
u∈A 2
− lh(u)µ(A⌊u⌋).
Proof. It is enough to show that N = A \
⋃
u∈A u
aA⌊u⌋ is null. Otherwise, let
x ∈ N ∩ Φ(A) and let n be least such that µ(A⌊x↾n⌋) ≥ r. Therefore x ↾ n ∈ B
hence ∃u ∈ A (u ⊆ x ↾ n): a contradiction. 
Therefore by (4)
µ(A) <
∑
u∈A
2− lh(u)µ(A) ≤ µ(A),
a contradiction. 
3.3. Dualistic sets. By (9), Φ(¬A) = ¬Φ(A) for A clopen, or more generally if
A has the following property.
Definition 3.6. A set is dualistic if it belongs to the family
M = {A ∈Meas | ∀x ∈ ω2 (DA(x) exists and it is equal to either 0 or 1)} .
Sets in M have a very black-or-white vision of the points of the space, so they
should perhaps be called Manichæan (hence the M). If x witnesses that A /∈ M,
then such x belongs to the complement of Φ(A) ∪ Φ(¬A), so the inclusion in (7f)
will be proper.
The family M is an algebra containing ∆01, and it is the largest algebra N ⊆
Meas such that Φ ↾ N : N → Bor is a lifting, i.e. a selector that is a homo-
morphism. It does not contain every open or closed set and therefore it is not a
σ-algebra (Example 3.8), but it contains sets of arbitrarily high complexity. In
fact
(16) A ∈M ∧ B ≡ A ⇒ B ∈M
hence M⊃ Null, and since the ideal Null contains sets of arbitrary complexity,
the claim is proved. On the other hand, if A ∈M then
x ∈ Φ(A) ⇔ ∃n∀m ≥ n
(
µ
(
A⌊x↾m⌋
)
> 1/2
)
hence using that A˜ is clopen (see (5)), Φ(A) is easily seen to be Σ02. Since ¬Φ(A) =
Φ(¬A) and ¬A ∈M, it follows that
A ∈M ⇒ Φ(A) ∈∆02.
By Example 3.7 not every Σ01 (and therefore: not every∆
0
2) set is T -regular, hence
ran (Φ ↾M) 6= ∆02, and by Theorem 5.3, ran (Φ ↾M) intersects every Wadge
degree in ∆02.
By (16) A ∈M ⇔ Φ(A) ∈M, and it is easy to check that
(17) A = Φ(A) ∧ ¬A = Φ(¬A) ⇒ A,¬A ∈M.
The notions of dualistic and T -regular set are independent: not every T -regular
set is in M, as there are sets X such that Φ(X) is Π03 complete (Theorem 1.2)
and not every set in M is T -regular — see (16) or Example 3.7.
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A set is T -clopen iff A = Φ(A) and ¬A = Φ(¬A), so both A and ¬A are dualistic
by (17). Therefore
A is T -regular and dualistic ⇔ A is T -clopen.
If A and B are clopen or, more generally, dualistic, the inclusion in (7f) can
be replaced with equality. But if A is such that Φ(¬A) ⊂ ¬Φ(A) then ω2 =
Φ(A ∪ ¬A) ⊃ Φ(A) ∪ Φ(¬A).
3.4. Examples. Given a function f : ω → ω \ {0} consider the sets
Uf =
⋃{
Ns | ∃n ∈ ω
(
s = 0(n)1(f(n))
)}
Vf =
⋃{
Ns | ∀n ∈ ω
(
s ⊥ 0(n)1(f(n))
)}
=
⋃{
Ns | ∃n∃m
(
0 < m < f(n) ∧ s = 0(n)1(m)0
)}
.
By construction Uf and Vf are disjoint open sets, and together with
{
0(∞)
}
they
partition ω2. Also
ClUf = Uf ∪
{
0(∞)
}
and
Uf = ¬
(
Vf ∪
{
0(∞)
})
∈ Σ01 \Π
0
1.
Every point in Uf or in Vf has density 1 in the respective set, so 0
(∞) is the only
point where density must be established.
Example 3.7. Dualistic sets which are open or closed but not T -regular.
Suppose ∀∞n f(n) = 1. Then Vf is clopen. Since 0(∞) has density 1 in Uf , then
Φ(Uf ) = Uf ∪
{
0(∞)
}
.
Therefore U = Uf and its complement F = Vf ∪
{
0(∞)
}
are examples of open
(resp. closed) sets which are dualistic, but not T -regular, since Φ(U) ⊃ U and
Φ(F ) ⊂ F .
Example 3.8. An open T -regular set which is not dualistic.
Suppose that
∃∞n (f(n) = 1) ∧ ∃∞n (f(n) 6= 1).
If f(n) = 1 then
µ
(
(Uf)⌊0(n)⌋
)
=
1
2
µ
(
(Uf)⌊0(n+1)⌋
)
+
1
2
µ
(
(Uf)⌊0(n)1⌋
)
>
1
2
µ
(
(Uf)⌊0(n)1⌋
)
=
1
2
,
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and if f(n) > 1 then
µ
(
(Uf)⌊0(n)⌋
)
=
1
2
µ
(
(Uf)⌊0(n+1)⌋
)
+
1
4
µ
(
(Uf)⌊0(n)11⌋
)
≤
1
2
+
1
4
.
Therefore the density of 0(∞), if it exists, is neither 0 nor 1. This implies that Uf
is T -regular, and that neither Uf nor its complement
ω2 \ Uf are dualistic.
Note that ω2 \ Uf is not T -regular by (14).
Example 3.9. Dualistic T -regular sets which are open or closed.
Suppose limn→∞ f(n) = +∞. Fix k and choose N such that f(n) ≥ k for all
n ≥ N , so that
µ
(
(Uf)⌊0(n)⌋
)
≤ 2−k
∞∑
i=0
1
2i
= 2−k+1
which goes to 0 as k →∞. Therefore 0(∞) has density 0 in Uf and
F = ω2 \ Uf = Vf ∪
{
0(∞)
}
is an example of a T -regular, nonempty closed set, hence by (14) and (17) F and
its complement Uf are in M.
4. The Wadge hierarchy on the Cantor space
If X and Y are topological spaces and A ⊆ X and B ⊆ Y we write
(X,A) ≤W (Y,B)
just in case A = f−1(B) for some continuous f : X → Y . If X and Y are metric
spaces and the function f is Lipschitz, that is dY (f(x1), f(x2)) ≤ dX(x1, x2), we
write
(X,A) ≤L (Y,B).
Whenever X = Y and the ambient space X is understood from the context, we
simply write A ≤W B or A ≤L B, and the relations ≤W and ≤L are pre-orders on
P(X) with remarkable properties, at least when X is Polish and zero-dimensional.
W. Wadge was the first to conduct a systematic analysis in [Wad83] of these pre-
orders on the Baire space ωω, whence ≤W and ≤L became known as Wadge re-
ducibility and Lipschitz reducibility, respectively. Their induced equivalence
relations are defined by
A ≡W B ⇔ A ≤W B ∧ B ≤W A
A ≡L B ⇔ A ≤L B ∧ B ≤L A
and their equivalence classes are called, respectively, Wadge degrees and Lip-
schitz degrees. The Wadge degree of A is denoted by [A]W. The structure of
the Wadge and Lipschitz degrees of the Borel subsets of ωω has been completely
analyzed in [Wad83] and there are several accounts of the basic facts about Wadge
degrees in ωω, see e.g. [And03, And06, Lou83, LSR88, VW]. Most of the results
and techniques apply to the Cantor space as well, but other parts of the theory
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require some reworking, so for the reader’s benefit we will briefly summarize the
main facts in this area.
Let us assume from now on that, unless otherwise stated, all sets in sight
are Borel subsets of the Cantor space. Thus A ≤W B and A ≤L B mean that
(ω2, A) ≤W (
ω2, B) and (ω2, A) ≤L (
ω2, B), respectively. Since the subsets of the
Cantor space are also subsets of the Baire space, we might want to study Wadge or
Lipschitz reducibility within the ambient space ωω, and in this case we will write
A ≤∗W B and A ≤
∗
L B for (
ωω,A) ≤W (
ωω,B) and (ωω,A) ≤L (
ωω,B).
A set A is self-dual if A ≤W ¬A or, equivalently, if A ≡W ¬A, otherwise it is
said to be non-self-dual. These notions are invariant under ≡W so we will speak
of self-dual/non-self-dual degrees. The Lipschitz game GL(A,B) is the zero-sum,
perfect information game of length ω on {0, 1}
II
I a0
b0
a1
b1
· · ·
· · ·
GL(A,B)
where II wins iff
(an)n ∈ A ⇔ (bn)n ∈ B.
Then II has a winning strategy in GL(A,B) iff A ≤L B. The Wadge game
GW(A,B) is similar to GL(A,B) but II has the option of passing at any round,
with the proviso that he must play infinitely many times. Then II has a winning
strategy for GW(A,B) iff A ≤W B.
The moves of the games GL and GW are in {0, 1} since we are dealing with
subsets of the Cantor space ω2. In most papers on the Wadge hierarchy the
underlying space is the Baire space ωω so the moves are in ω, and here we will
denote this variant by G∗L and G
∗
W: the definition is as before and for A,B ⊆
ωω
(ωω,A) ≤L (
ωω,B)⇔ II has a winning strategy in G∗L(A,B)
(ωω,A) ≤W (
ωω,B)⇔ II has a winning strategy in G∗W(A,B)
By results of Wadge and Martin, for all Borel sets A,B ⊆ ω2 Wadge’s Lemma
holds, that is
A ≤L B ∨ ¬B ≤L A,
and the relation ≤L is well-founded on Borel sets. Analogous results hold for ≤W
as well.
The Wadge rank ‖A‖W of a Borel set A is its height in the pre-order ≤W — for
technical reasons we start counting from 1 rather than 0. At the bottom of the
hierarchy we have two non-self-dual degrees, namely [∅]W = {∅} and [
ω2]W = {
ω2},
and the self-dual degrees and non-self-dual pairs alternate, and since the Cantor
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space is compact, there is a non-self-dual pair at all limit levels:
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
limit level
This should be contrasted with the case of the Wadge hierarchy in the Baire space,
where self-dual degrees occur at limit levels of countable cofinality while non-self-
dual pairs occur at all other limit levels. Let us briefly justify the diagram above.
• If A is non-self-dual then
(18) A⊕ ¬A = 0aA ∪ 1a¬A
is a self-dual set immediately above A.
• If A is self-dual, then
A▽ =
⋃
n
0(n)a1aA and A◦ = A▽ ∪
{
0(∞)
}
are a non-self-dual pair immediately above A.
• The tree T (A) =
{
s ∈ <ω2 | A ≤W A⌊s⌋
}
detects the self-duality of A in the
following sense. If s is a terminal node of T (A) then
A⌊sa0⌋, A⌊sa1⌋ <W A⌊sa0⌋ ⊕A⌊sa1⌋ = A⌊s⌋ ≡W A
and by Wadge’s Lemma either A⌊sa0⌋ ≤W A⌊sa1⌋ or ¬A⌊sa1⌋ ≤W A⌊sa0⌋: the
former would imply A⌊s⌋ ≡W A⌊sa1⌋ which is impossible, so ¬A⌊sa1⌋ ≤W A⌊sa0⌋
holds. Similarly ¬A⌊sa0⌋ ≤W A⌊sa1⌋ so A⌊s⌋ (and hence A) is self-dual. There-
fore if A is non-self-dual then the tree T (A) is pruned. Conversely, suppose A
is self-dual. By a result of Steel and Van Wesep A ≤L ¬A, and since A⌊i⌋ <L A
for i ∈ {0, 1}, any branch of T (A) would yield an infinite <L-descending chain:
a contradiction. Therefore if A is self-dual then the tree T (A) is well-founded,
hence finite by Ko¨nig’s lemma. This implies that at limit levels there is always
a pair of non-self-dual degrees.
• If An <W An+1 for all n then
(19) (An)
▽
n
def
=
⋃
n
0(n)a1aAn and (An)
◦
n
def
=
{
0(∞)
}
∪ (An)
▽
n
give the least non-self-dual pair immediately above the Ans.
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4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.8. We can now show how Theorem 1.5 implies that
the sets Wd are topologically dense.
Proof. Let A ∈ Π03\{∅,
ω2} and let d = [A]W. By Theorem 1.5 there is a T -regular
B ∈ [A]W such that B = Φ(U) = Φ(C) for some open set U and closed set C. Let
D 6= ω2 be clopen and let Nt ∩ D = ∅. The function x 7→ taf(x) witnesses that
A ≤W D ∪ taB, where f reduces A to B. Conversely II wins GW(D ∪ taB,A) as
follows:
II passes until I reaches a position inside D, or else reaches a posi-
tion oustide D ∪Nt, or else reaches t. In the first case II plays an
x ∈ B, in the second case II plays an x /∈ B in the third case II
applies the reduction witnessing B ≤W A.
Therefore D∪ taB ∈ [A]W, and moreover D∪ t
aB is T -regular. Hence Lemma 2.1
can be applied to the family
B =
{
X ∈ [A]W | ∃U ∈ Σ
0
1 ∃C ∈ Π
0
1 (X = Φ(U) = Φ(C))
}
= Wd. 
4.2. Wadge’s constructions. Wadge defined the sum of two subsets of the Baire
space as
A+B =
{
s+a0aa | s ∈ <ωω ∧ a ∈ A
}
∪ B+
where B+ = {b+ | b ∈ B} and for x ∈ ≤ωω let x+ = 〈x(i) + 1 | i ∈ dom(x)〉. Since
in the current set-up x ∈ ≤ω2, i.e., it is a sequence taking values values in 2 (rather
than ω), then x+ is replaced by
x : 2 · dom(x)→ 2, ∀i ∈ dom(x) (x(2i) = x(2i+ 1) = x(i)),
the sequence obtained from x by doubling each entry. If T is a tree on 2 and
A ⊆ ω2 set
T =
{
t | t ∈ T
}
and A = {a | a ∈ A} .
Then for A,B ⊆ ω2 let
A+ B =
{
sataa | s ∈ <ω2 ∧ t ∈ {01, 10} ∧ a ∈ A
}
∪B.
A straightforward adaptation of Wadge’s arguments (see [AHN07] for proofs) yields
that if A is self-dual, then
A+ ∅ ≡W A
▽ ∧ A+ ω2 ≡W A
◦,
B ≤W C⇔ A+B ≤W A+ C,
A <W B ⇒ ∃C ≤W B (A+ C ≡W B) ,
‖A+B‖W = ‖A‖W + ‖B‖W ,
and for any A (not necessarily self-dual)
(20) ‖A‖W ≥ ω ⇒ A \ IntA ≡W A.
Starting from ∅ and ω2 and using the operations (A,B) 7→ A ⊕ B, (A,B) 7→
A + B and the constructions in (18) and (19) it is easy to construct subsets of
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the Cantor space in any Wadge degree of rank < ω1. To reach further heights we
modify again two constructions from [Wad83]. Let
A♮ =
{
s1
aη1
as2
aη2
a . . . asn
aηn
aa | n ∈ ω ∧ si ∈
<ω2 ∧ ηi ∈ {01, 10} ∧ a ∈ A
}
A♭ = A♮ ∪ {x ∈ ω2 | ∃∞n (x(2n) 6= x(2n + 1))} .
Both A♮ and A♭ have a self-similarity property, in the sense that A♮⌊s⌋ = A
♮ and
A♭⌊s⌋ = A
♭ for any s ∈ <ω2. The intuition behind the definition of A♮ is that it is
the union of ω-many layers — at each layer there is a copy of A and in order to
leave the n-th layer and enter the n+1-st layer we must follow a string of the form
s1
aη1
as2
aη2
a . . . asn
aηn
asn+1
aηn+1
where the ηi’s are 01 or 10. Wadge’s original definition was given for subsets of
the Baire space A ⊆ ωω
A♮ =
{
s+1
a0as+2
a0a . . . as+n
a0ax+ | n ∈ ω, si ∈
<ωω, x ∈ A
}
A♭ = A♮ ∪ {x ∈ ωω | ∃∞n (x(n) = 0)} ,
and in [Wad83] it is shown (see [And06] for detailed proofs) that whenever A is
self-dual then:
A♮ and A♭ are non-self-dual,(21a)
A♮ ≡W ¬A
♭,(21b) ∥∥A♮∥∥
W
=
∥∥A♭∥∥
W
= ‖A‖W · ω1.(21c)
The proofs of (21a) and (21b) generalize to the Cantor space with minor adjust-
ments. For (21c) we must show that
(A) for every 1 ≤ α < ω1 there is a self-dual set Aα of Wadge rank ‖A‖W · α if α
is a successor, or ‖A‖W · α+ 1 if α is limit, and such that Aα ≤W A
♮, A♭, and
(B) if B <W A
♮, A♭ then B ≤W Aα, for some α.
The sets Aα are constructed by induction on α by taking A1 = A, Aα+1 = Aα+A
and, for λ limit, Aλ = (Aαn)
▽
n ⊕ (Aαn)
◦
n, where (αn)n is increasing and converging
to λ. To check that Aλ ≤W A♮, A♭ for λ limit it is enough to check that
(Aαn)
▽
n ≤W A
♮ and (Aαn)
◦
n ≤W A
♮.
To prove the first inequality it is enough to show that II wins GL((Aαn)
▽
n , A
♮) as
follows:
As long as I plays 0 let II enumerate b, for some b /∈ A. If I plays 1
at round n, then II plays 01 and then follows a reduction witnessing
Aαn ≤W A
♮.
If the real b is taken to be inA, the strategy above shows that II winsGL((Aαn)
◦
n, A
♮).
Therefore (A) is proved. To prove (B) fix a set B <W A
♮. By (a simple adaptation
of) [AHN07, Claim 3.9, p. 49] we may assume that II wins GW(B,A
♮) via some
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strategy τ that always yields reals in (ω2)♮. Let T be the tree of attempts to con-
struct a play for I such that τ ’s reply is an element of {x ∈ ω2 | ∃∞n (x(2n) 6= x(2n + 1))}.
To be more precise: call s ∈ <ω2 a position for I special if:
(i) τ does not pass when pitted against s, that is τ(s) ∈ {0, 1}, and
(ii) II’s position after this inning is of even length and of the form ua(1− i)ai.
Then
T = {∅} ∪
{
〈s0, . . . , sn〉 | ∀i ≤ n (s0
a . . . asi is special)
∧ ∀t ⊆ s0
a . . . asn
(
t special⇒ ∃i ≤ n
(
t = s0
a . . . asi
))}
.
By assumption on τ , the tree T is well-founded, hence of rank α < ω1. We will
show that B ≤W Aα+1. If α = 0 then τ induces a continuous function f :
ω2→ ω2
witnessing that B = f−1(A). Thus B ≤W A = A1. Suppose now α > 0: as long
as I never reaches a special position, then τ reduces B to A as before; if at some
stage I reaches a special position s for the first time, then the rank of the node 〈s〉
in T will be β < α, hence by inductive assumption there is a continuous reduction
of B⌊s⌋ to Aβ+1 ≤W Aα. Therefore B ≤W Aα + A = Aα+1, as required. This
proves (B), hence (21c) is established.
4.3. The hierarchy of ∆03 sets in the Cantor space. Since every winning
strategy for II in GL(A,B) or in GW(A,B) can easily be extended to a winning
strategy for II in G∗L(A,B) or in G
∗
W(A,B), then
A ≤W B ⇒ A ≤
∗
W B and A ≤L B ⇒ A ≤
∗
L B.
The converse is not necessarily true: for example 0a ω2 ≤∗L
ω2 but 0a ω2 W ω2.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose A,B ⊆ ω2 and B has empty interior in ω2. Then
A ≤∗L B ⇒ A ≤L B and A ≤
∗
W B ⇒ A ≤W B.
Proof. Let τ be a winning strategy for II in the game G∗L(A,B). We will transform
τ into τ˜ , still a winning strategy for II in the same game so that its restriction to
<ω2 is a winning strategy in GL(A,B). (The result for Wadge reductions is proved
similarly.) Suppose that at some round of GL(A,B) I has reached a position p and
that II, following τ , has reached a position q. Call such a p critical iff its length
is n+ 1 and
• p ∈ n+12,
• ∀k < n (q(k) ∈ {0, 1}), and
• q(n) ∈ ω \ {0, 1}.
(Note that A⌊p⌋ ≤
∗
L B⌊q⌋ = ∅ hence A⌊p⌋ = ∅.) As B⌊q↾n⌋ 6=
ω2 by our assumption
on B, fix bp ∈
ω2 \B such that bp ⊇ q ↾ n. We are now ready to define τ˜ :
As long as I does not reach a critical position, the τ˜ is just τ . As
soon as I reaches a critical position p, then from this point on τ˜
follows bp.
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We leave it to the reader to check that τ˜ is a winning strategy for II in the
game G∗L(A,B) such that its restriction to
<ω2 is a winning strategy for II in
GL(A,B). 
By (20) we obtain
Corollary 4.2. If A,B ⊆ ω2 and ‖B‖W ≥ ω, then
A ≤∗W B⇔ A ≤W B.
In particular the map [A]W 7→ [A]
∗
W is well defined and injective, as long as
‖A‖W ≥ ω.
Wadge showed [Wad83] that the length of the Wadge hierarchy of ∆02 and ∆
0
3
subsets of the Baire space is, respectively, ω1 and ω
ω1
1 , hence
sup
{
‖A‖W | A ∈ ∆
0
2
}
≤ ω1
sup
{
‖B‖W | B ∈ ∆
0
3
}
≤ ωω11 .
Theorem 4.3. Let A ⊆ P(ω2) be the smallest family containing ∅ and ω2 and
closed under the operations
(O-1) A 7→ ¬A,
(O-2) (A,B) 7→ A+ B,
(O-3) (A,B) 7→ A⊕ B,
(O-4) (An)n 7→ (An)▽n , and
(O-5) (An)n 7→ (An)◦n,
and let B ⊆ P(ω2) be the smallest family containing ∅ and ω2 and closed under
the operations (O-1)–(O-5) above and also closed under
(O-6) A 7→ A♮,
(O-7) A 7→ A♭.
Then A ⊆ ∆02 and B ⊆ ∆
0
3 and A intersects every Wadge degree in ∆
0
2 and B
intersects every Wadge degree in ∆03, that is
∀X ⊆ ω2
(
X ∈∆02 ⇒ ∃A ∈ A (A ≡W X)
)
∀X ⊆ ω2
(
X ∈∆03 ⇒ ∃B ∈ B (B ≡W X)
)
.
Proof. It is immediate to check that both∆02 and∆
0
3 are closed under (O-1)–(O-5)
and that ∆03 is closed under (O-6) and (O-7). It is enough to prove by induction
on α that
‖X‖W = α < ω1 ⇒ ∃A ∈ A (A ≡W X)(22a)
‖X‖W = α < ω
ω1
1 ⇒ ∃B ∈ B (B ≡W X) .(22b)
So fix ‖X‖W = α < ω
ω1
1 .
• If α = 1 then X = ∅ or X = ω2, so X belongs to both A and B.
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• If α = β + 1, then there is a set Y of rank β which is in A if α < ω1 or in B
otherwise. If X is self-dual, then X ≡W Y ⊕ ¬Y , and if X is non-self-dual,
then either X ≡W Y ▽ or else X ≡W Y ◦, so the theorem is proved when α is
a successor.
• Suppose now α is limit.
– If cof(α) = ω choose an increasing sequence αn → α and sets Yn such
that ‖Yn‖W = αn: then either X ≡W (Yn)
▽
n or else X ≡W (Yn)
◦
n. Since
cof(α) = ω when α < ω1, then (22a) is proved.
– Suppose now cof(α) = ω1.
If α = β1+β2 with β1, β2 < α, then — by replacing β1 with its successor
if needed — we may assume that any set of Wadge rank β1 is self-dual.
By inductive assumption there are B1, B2 ∈ B such that ‖Bi‖W = βi and
B1 +B2 ≡W X . Since B is closed under addition of sets we are done.
Therefore we may assume that α is additively indecomposable, hence
α = ωξ1 · ν with 1 ≤ ν < ω1. As cof(α) > ω, then ν cannot be a limit or
a successor ordinal > 1, hence ν = 1, so α = ωξ1. Again by cof(α) > ω it
follows that ξ cannot be limit, so α = ωγ1 · ω1. If γ = 0 then α = ω1 and
therefore either X ≡W D♮ or else X ≡W D♭ with D self-dual, hence (22b)
holds. Thus we may assume that γ > 0. By inductive hypothesis there is
a set B ∈ B of Wadge rank ωγ1+1, and since ω
γ
1 is limit then B is self-dual.
As α = (ωγ1 + 1) · ω1 hence by (21c) it follows that either X ≡W B
♮ or
else X ≡W B♭, and since B is closed under operations (O-6) and (O-7),
then (22b) holds for α.
This completes the induction and the theorem is proved. 
Corollary 4.4. The length of the Wadge hierarchy on ω2 restricted to ∆02 is ω1,
and restricted to ∆03 is ω
ω1
1 .
4.4. A well-quasi-order on Malg. The Wadge hierarchy induces a well-quasi-
order  on Malg
[A]  [B] ⇔ ∃f ∀x ∈ ω2
(
x ∈ Φˆ([A])⇔ f(x) ∈ Φˆ([B])
)
which is Σ12. Similarly, for any Borel set C the sets
P≤C =
{
[A] ∈Malg | ∃f ∀x ∈ ω2
(
x ∈ Φˆ([A])⇔ f(x) ∈ C
)}
PC≤ =
{
[A] ∈Malg | ∃f ∀x ∈ ω2
(
x ∈ C⇔ f(x) ∈ Φˆ([A])
)}
are Σ12. Therefore if d ⊆ Π
0
3 is a Wadge degree then
Wd = {[A] ∈Malg | Φ(A) ∈ d}
= P≤A0 ∩ PA0≤
is Σ12, where A0 is a Borel set such that [A0]W ∈ d.
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0(∞)
1(f(0))01(f(1))
0(2)1(f(2))
0(3)1(f(3))
0(4)1(f(4))
Figure 1. A rake.
We will now observe that the Wd are ∆
1
2. Since
{
[A] ∈Malg | Φ(A) ∈∆03
}
=
P≤C with C a complete Σ
0
3 set, if d = Π
0
3 \∆
0
3 then Wd is Π
1
2 hence∆
1
2. If d ⊆∆
0
3
we take cases, accordingly to whether it is self-dual or non-self-dual. If d is self-
dual, choose B1, B2, B3, B4 such that [B1]W, [B2]W are the immediate predecessors
of d and [B3]W, [B4]W are the immediate successors of d: then Malg \ Wd =
P≤B1 ∪ P≤B2 ∪ P≥B3 ∪ P≥B4 is Σ
1
2. If d is self-dual, choose B such that [B]W = d˘:
then Malg \Wd = P≤B ∪ P≥B is Σ
1
2.
Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 will guarantee that every Wd is nonempty, hence the
well-quasi-order  has length ωω11 + 1.
5. Climbing the ∆02-hierarchy
In this and the next section, the constructions of Section 4.2 will be modified so
that they take T -regular sets into T -regular sets.
If A and B are T -regular, so is A⊕B. But even if every An is T -regular, there
is no guarantee that (An)
▽
n and (An)
◦
n will be T -regular. Our first goal is to fix
this problem.
The sets Uf of the examples of Section 3.4 are obtained by appending
ω2 to the
terminal nodes of the tree{
s ∈ <ω2 | ∃n
(
s ⊆ 0(n)1(f(n))
)}
,
which is shaped like a rake (Figure 1). This construction can be generalized by
appending different sets at the terminal nodes: for any f : ω → ω \ {0} and any
sequence of sets An (n ∈ ω), let
Rake(f ; (An)n) =
⋃
n
0(n)1(f(n))aAn.
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Figure 2. A rake with a pole and densely packed tines.
When An = A for all n, we write Rake(f ;A). Note that the sets Uf of Section 3.4
are exactly the sets Rake(f ; ω2).
There are times when we need rakes with a pole and densely packed tines. In
our case we need the tree whose terminal nodes are the sequences 0(n)1as of length
n + f(n) — in Figure 2 the nodes different from the ones of the form 0(n)1(f(n))
are drawn in a paler shade of gray. Let Rake+(f ; (An)n) be the set obtained by
appending a copy of An to the nth terminal node , and by taking the basic open
sets in all other terminal nodes , together with the zero-sequence, that is
Rake+(f ; (An)n) =
{
0(∞)
}
∪ Rake(f ; (An)n) ∪⋃{
Nt | ∃n
(
lh(t) = n+ f(n) ∧ t 6= 0(n)1(f(n)) ∧ t ⊇ 0(n)1
)}
.
Note that the Rake and Rake+ constructions commute with the Φ operation, in
the sense that if limn f(n) = +∞, then
Φ (Rake(f, (An)n)) = Rake(f, (Φ(An))n)
Φ
(
Rake+(f, (An)n)
)
= Rake+(f, (Φ(An))n).
Proposition 5.1. Let f : ω → ω \ {0} and An ⊆
ω2. Then
(An)
▽
n ≡W Rake(f ; (An)n).
Suppose moreover that limn f(n) =∞. Then:
• if An ∈M for every n, then Rake(f ; (An)n) ∈M,
• if An ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1) for every n, then Rake(f ; (An)n) ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1),
• if An ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ
0
1) for every n, then Rake(f ; (An)n) ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ
0
1).
Proof. II wins GW((An)
▽
n ,Rake(f ; (An)n)) as follows:
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As long as I plays 0’s then II copies I’s moves. If I reaches a position
0(n)1 then II plays 1 from now on until position 0(n)1(f(n)) is reached:
at this point II will copy the moves I played after position 0(n)1.
Conversely II wins GW(Rake(f ; (An)n), (An)
▽
n) as follows:
As long as I plays 0’s then II copies I’s moves. If after 0(n) I starts
playing 1s, then II passes until I has reached position 0(n)1(f(n)): at
that point II plays 1 and from now on copies I’s moves.
If instead I does not reach 0(n)1(f(n)), i.e., II plays 0 after 0(n)1(m)
with m < f(n) so that his play will not be in Rake(f ; (An)n), then I
plays 0’s from now on so that the resulting play will be 0(ω) /∈ (An)
▽
n .
Suppose now that f(n)→∞. If An = Φ(Cn) with Cn closed for all n, then
Rake(f ; (An)n) = Φ
({
0(∞)
}
∪ Rake(f ; (Cn)n)
)
.
Similarly if An = Φ(Un) with Un open, then Rake(f ; (An)n) = Φ(Rake(f ; (Un)n)) ∈
ran(Φ ↾ Σ01). Finally, if An ∈M for all n, then Rake(f ; (An)n) ∈M. 
Arguing as in Proposition 5.1 we obtain:
Proposition 5.2. Let f : ω → ω \ {0} and An ⊆
ω2. Then
(An)
◦
n ≡W Rake
+(f ; (An)n).
Suppose moreover that limn f(n) =∞. Then:
• if An ∈M for every n, then Rake
+(f ; (An)n) ∈M,
• if An ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1) for every n, then Rake
+(f ; (An)n) ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1),
• if An ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ
0
1) for every n, then Rake
+(f ; (An)n) ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ
0
1).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.4 for Wadge degrees contained in ∆02.
Theorem 5.3. The class
N
def
= M∩ ran(Φ ↾ Π01) ∩ ran(Φ ↾ Σ
0
1)
intersects every Wadge degree in ∆02, that is ∀A ∈ ∆
0
2 ∃B ∈ N
(
A ≡W B
)
.
Proof. The result is proved by induction on ‖A‖W < ω1, using the fact that A ∈
∆02 ⇔ ‖A‖W < ω1 (Corollary 4.4). The case ‖A‖W = 1 is trivial, since it implies
that A = ω2 or A = ∅ hence A is T -regular and A ∈ N , so we may assume that
‖A‖W > 1.
If either ‖A‖W is limit, or A is non-self-dual and ‖A‖W is a successor ordinal,
then apply the inductive assumption to Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 so that A ≡W B
where either B = Rake(f, (An)n) ∈ N or B = Rake
+(f, (An)n) ∈ N .
If A is self-dual then A ≡W C ⊕ ¬C, hence by inductive assumption there are
B1, B2 ∈ N such that C ≡W B1 and ¬C ≡W B2. Then B1 ⊕ B2 ∈ N and
A ≡W B1 ⊕B2.
As every Wadge degree in ∆02 is obtained via these operations, the result is
proved. 
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Using the results proved so far, together with Example 3.8 for the last inclusion
we obtain
Corollary 5.4. If T is the density topology, then
{A | A is T -clopen} = ran(Φ) ∩M = ran(Φ ↾M) ⊂∆02 ∩ ran(Φ).
6. Wadge-style constructions
The next goal is to define operations on subsets of the Cantor space that are
the analogues of A, A+ B, A♭, and A♮, and that preserve T -regularity. In order
to avoid repetitions, let’s agree that in this section, unless otherwise stated, A and
B vary over measurable subsets of ω2 and 0 < µ(A), µ(B) < 1.
Since A is always null, we must add some extra open sets on the side. To this
end we define canonical clopen sets.
Definition 6.1. For r ∈ [0; 1) let
k = k(r) = the least h > 0 such that r ≤ 1− 2−h,
and let
u(r) = 0(k−1)1,
and let
O(r) = ω2 \Nu(r) = N0(k) ∪
⋃
m+1<k
N0(m)1.
Figure 3 may help the reader to visualize the node u(r) and the set O(r) as the
union of k basic open sets.
Remark 6.2. The definition of u(r) (and hence of O(r)) seems unduly strange, but
it has the merit that given any x ∈ ω2 \
{
0(∞)
}
there is a unique u ⊂ x that is of
the form u(r), a crucial fact for proving (34).
It is easy to check that
r ≤ µ (O(r)) = 1− 2k(r) < 1,
and that for any measurable set B
(23) r < r′ ⇒ µ
(
O(r) ∪ u(r)aB
)
≤ µ
(
O(r′) ∪ u(r′)aB
)
.
We are now ready to define the analogue of A.
6.1. The analogue of A. Fix once and for all
(rn)n a strictly increasing sequence of reals in (0; 1) such that lim
n
rn = 1.
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1
01
001
0(k)
u(r)
Figure 3. The open set O(r) and the node u(r).
Definition 6.3. For r ∈ [0; 1)
Plus(A, (rn)n, r)
= A ∪
⋃{
saηaO(max
{
r, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
) | s ∈ <ω2 ∧ η ∈ {01, 10}
}
.
When there is no danger of confusion we will simply write Plus(A, r) and if r = 0
we write Plus(A).
Remark 6.4. The naive approach would suggest to define Plus(A) as the union of A
and the sets of the form saia(1− i)aO(µ(A⌊s⌋)). The problem is that if A has full
measure when localized at s, then O(µ(A⌊s⌋)) should be an open set of measure 1,
and there would be no room left to move out of Plus(A). Thus the values µ(A⌊s⌋)
are reduced by the factor rlh(s). The parameter r is needed for Definition 6.13, but
for the time being the reader can safely ignore it and always think of r = 0.
Note that
(24) Fr(Plus(A, r)) ⊆ ω2,
hence FrPlus(A, r) is null. The set of exit nodes for Plus(A, r) is the set
EPlus(A, (rn)n, r) = E
Plus(A, r)
of all nodes of the form
saia(1− i)au(max
{
r, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
)
and let
m(s, r) = m(s) = lh(u(max
{
r, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
))
so that by construction
µ(O(max
{
r, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
)) = 1− 2−m(s).
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Note that z ∈ ω2 is not in Plus(A, r) if and only if either
• z = x and x /∈ A, or else
• z ⊃ e for some unique e ∈ EPlus(A, r), that is: z exits from A through e,
hence the reason for the name exit nodes.
6.2. The analogue of A+ B.
Definition 6.5. For r ∈ [0; 1) let
Sum(B,A, (rn)n, r) = Sum(B,A, r)
def
= Plus(A, r) ∪
⋃
e∈EPlus(A,r)
eaB.
Note that for all s ∈ <ω2
Plus(A, (rn)n, r)⌊s¯⌋ = Plus(A⌊s⌋, (rn)n≥lh(s), r)
and
Sum(B,A, (rn)n, r)⌊s⌋ = Plus(A, (rn)n, r)⌊s⌋ ∪
⋃{
eaB | sae ∈ EPlus(A, r)
}
= Sum(B,A⌊s⌋, (rn)n≥lh(s), r).
Therefore for any s ∈ <ω2 and any i ∈ 2,
(25) µ(Sum(B,A, r)⌊saia(1−i)⌋) = µ(O(max
{
r, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
)) +
µ(B)
2m(s)
≤ 1.
As ω2 is null, then (3) and (25) imply that
µ (Sum(B,A, r)) =
∑
s∈<ω2
2−2 lh(s)−2
[
µ(Sum(B,A, r)⌊sa01⌋)
+ µ(Sum(B,A, r)⌊sa10⌋)
]
≤
1
2
[
µ(O(max {r, r0 · µ(A)})) +
µ(B)
2m(∅)
]
+
∑
s∈<ω2\{∅}
2−2 lh(s)−1
=
1
2
µ(O(max {r, r0 · µ(A)})) +
µ(B)
2m(∅)+1
+
1
2
.
(26)
Note that if µ(B) < 1 then the inequality in (25) and hence the one in (26)
are strict. Since Plus(A, r) = Sum(∅, A, r) we obtain an upper bound for the
measure of Plus(A, r): if m is least such that r, r0 · µ(A) ≤ 1 − 2−m so that
µ(O(max {r, r0 · µ(A)})) = 1− 2
−m, then
(27) µ (Plus(A, r)) < 1− 2−m−1.
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Since max
{
r, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
≥ r, r0 · µ(A⌊s⌋), we obtain two lower bounds for the
measure of Plus(A, r). The first one, which is only of interest when r > 0, is
µ (Plus(A, r)) ≥ r ·
∑
s∈<ω2
2−2 lh(s)−1 = r,
and therefore
(28) µ
(
Plus(A, r)⌊s⌋
)
≥ r
for any s ∈ <ω2. For the second one, by (2) we have
(29) µ (Plus(A, r)) ≥
∑
s∈<ω2
r0 · µ(A⌊s⌋)
22 lh(s)+1
= r0 · µ (A) .
Then (27) and (29) imply that
(30) rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋) ≤ µ
(
Plus(A, r)⌊s¯⌋
)
≤ 1− 2−m−1,
where m is least such that r, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋) ≤ 1− 2−m. Therefore for i ∈ 2
µ
(
Plus(A, r)⌊s¯ai⌋
)
=
1
2
· µ
(
Plus(A, r)⌊s¯aii⌋
)
+
1
2
· µ
(
Plus(A, r)⌊s¯aia(1−i)⌋
)
≥
rlh(s)+1 · µ
(
A⌊sai⌋
)
+max
{
r, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
2
.
(31)
Proposition 6.6. If r ∈ [0; 1) then
Sum(B,A, r) ≡W B +A.
Proof. Player II wins GL(B +A, Sum(B,A, r)) via the following strategy:
As long as I’s positions are of the form s or saia(1− i) with i ∈ 2,
then II copies I’s moves. If ever I reaches a position of the form
saia(1 − i), then II plays u(max
{
r, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
) reaching the
exit node extending his current position, and then copies I’s moves.
Player II has a winning strategy in the game GW(Sum(B,A, r), B+ A):
As long as I’s positions are of the form s or saia(1 − i) with i ∈
2, then II copies I’s moves. If ever I reaches a position of the
form saia(1 − i), then II passes until I commits himself by either
reaching the exit node extending his current position, or else reaches
a position incompatible with such exit node: then in the first case
II copies I’s moves, and in the second case II plays a sequence in
B.
Therefore Sum(B,A, r) ≡W B +A. 
By a similar argument one could show that A ≡W Plus(A, r) if the set A is
dense, but we have no use for this fact.
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If x ∈ Φ(A) then rn · µ
(
A⌊x↾n⌋
)
→ 1, so µ
(
Plus(A, r)⌊x¯↾2n⌋
)
→ 1 by (30), and
since by (31)
µ
(
Plus(A, r)⌊x¯↾2n+1⌋
)
≥
rn+1 · µ
(
A⌊x↾n+1⌋
)
+max
{
r, rn · µ(A⌊x↾n⌋)
}
2
→ 1,
then x¯ ∈ Φ
(
Plus(A, r)
)
. Conversely, if x /∈ Φ(A) pick an increasing sequence nk
such that supk µ
(
A⌊x↾nk⌋
)
< 1, hence there is an m such that for all k
r, rnk · µ(A⌊x↾nk⌋) < 1− 2
−m
thus by (30)
µ
(
Plus(A, r)⌊x↾nk⌋
)
≤ 1− 2−m−1
and therefore x¯ /∈ Φ(Plus(A, r)). Therefore we have shown that
x ∈ Φ(A) ⇔ x ∈ Φ(Plus(A, r)).
If x ∈ ω2 \ ω2 it is easy to check that x ∈ Plus(A, r)⇔ x ∈ Φ (Plus(A, r)), so that
(32) A is T -regular ⇒ Plus(A, r) is T -regular.
Proposition 6.7. If A and B are T -regular, then so is Sum(B,A, r).
Moreover if A,B ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ01) ∩ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1), then Sum(B,A, r) ∈ ran(Φ ↾
Σ01) ∩ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1).
Proof. Let x ∈ Sum(B,A, r). If x ∈ Plus(A, r), then x ∈ Φ(Plus(A, r)) by (32)
hence x ∈ Φ(Sum(B,A, r)) by monotonicity of Φ. If instead x = eab with
e ∈ EPlus(A, r) and b ∈ B, then x ∈ Φ(Sum(B,A, r)) as b ∈ Φ(B). Therefore
Sum(B,A, r) ⊆ Φ(Sum(B,A, r)).
Conversely, suppose x /∈ Sum(B,A, r), which means that either
(A) x = y with y /∈ A, or else
(B) x = eay with e ∈ EPlus(A, r) and y /∈ B.
If (A) holds pick an increasing sequence (nk)k such that supk µ(A⌊y↾nk⌋) < 1, and
let
r˜ = max
{
r, supk rnk · µ(A⌊y↾nk⌋)
}
and u˜ = u(r˜).
We must show that there is a fixed m > 0 such that for all k
µ(Sum(B,A, (rn)n, r)⌊x↾2nk⌋) = µ(Sum(B,A⌊y↾nk⌋, (rn)n≥nk , r))
< 1− 2−m−1
hence x /∈ Φ(Sum(B,A, r)). Choose m such that
µ(O(r˜)) + 2− lh(u˜) · µ(B) < 1− 2−m.
To simplify the notation let
Sk = Sum(B,A⌊y↾nk⌋, (rn)n≥nk , r) and ρk = rnk · µ(A⌊y↾nk⌋).
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Arguing as in (26) and (27) and using (23)
µ
(
Sum(B,A⌊y↾nk⌋, (rn)n≥nk , r)
)
=
1
2
[
µ(O(max {r, ρk})) +
µ(B)
2lhu(max{r,ρk})
]
+
∑
s∈<ω2\{∅}
2 · µ
(
sa01a(Sk)⌊sa01⌋
)
≤
1
2
[
µ(O(r˜)) +
µ(B)
2lhu(r˜)
]
+
∑
s∈<ω2\{∅}
2 · µ
(
sa01a(Sk)⌊sa01⌋
)
<
1
2
(1− 2−m) +
∑
s∈<ω2\{∅}
2−2 lh(s)−1
= 1− 2−m−1
which is what we had to prove.
If instead (B) holds then Sum(B,A, r)⌊x↾lh(e)+n⌋ = B⌊y↾n⌋ for all n, hence y /∈
B = Φ(B) and therefore x /∈ Φ(Sum(B,A, r)).
Thus either way x /∈ Φ(Sum(B,A, r)), and this completes the proof that Sum(B,A, r)
is T -regular.
Suppose now A,B ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ01) ∩ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1) towards proving that
Sum(B,A, r) ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ01) ∩ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1).
By (13) and regularity of Sum(B,A, r), it is enough to show that µ(FrB) = 0
implies that µ(Fr Sum(B,A, r)) = 0. Since
Fr(Sum(B,A, r)) \ ω2 =
⋃
e∈EPlus(A,r) e
a FrB
is a countable union of null sets and ω2 is null, the result follows. 
Since Plus(A, r) = Sum(∅, A, r), we obtain at once
Corollary 6.8. If A is T -regular, then so is Plus(A, r). Moreover if A ∈ ran(Φ ↾
Σ01) ∩ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1) then Plus(A, r) ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ
0
1) ∩ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1).
6.3. The analogues of A♮ and A♭. All the constructions seen so far, as well as
the ones in this section, are based on the idea of attaching a set to a node of a tree
— but sometimes the set needs to be padded before attaching it.
Definition 6.9. For n > 0, the n-th padding of a set A ⊆ ω2 is
Pn(A) =
(
1(n)aA
)
∪
⋃{
Ns | s ∈
n2 ∧ s 6= 0(n), 1(n)
}
=
(
1(n)aA
)
∪ (ω2 \ (N0(n) ∪N1(n))) .
Thus P1(A) = 1
aA and (Pn(A))⌊1(n)⌋ = A. Moreover
(33) µ(Pn(A)) = 1− 2
−n
(
2− µ(A)
)
.
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We start with defining Nat(A), the analogue of A♮. First define
ENat(A) =
⋃
n>0
ENatn (A),
the set of all exit nodes for Nat(A), where ENatn (A) is the set of all sequences of
the form
v1
a1av2
a1a . . . avn
where
vi = si
aηi
a
u(rlh(si) · µ(A⌊si⌋))
and s1, . . . , sn ∈
<ω2 and η1, . . . , ηn ∈ {01, 10}. If e ∈ ENatn (A) and e
′ ∈ ENatn′ (A)
then exactly one of the disjuncts below holds:
(34) (e ⊂ e′ ∧ n < n′) ∨ (e′ ⊂ e ∧ n′ < n) ∨ (e = e′ ∧ n = n′) ∨ (e ⊥ e′) .
In particular, the elements in ENatn (A) are pairwise incompatible, and
∀e ∈ ENatn (A) ∀j < n∃!e
′ ∈ ENatj (A) (e
′ ⊂ e)
so that if x ∈ ω2 passes through infinitely many points of ENat(A) then
(35) x =
⋃
n
en
with en ∈ ENatn (A) and e1 ⊂ e2 ⊂ e3 ⊂ · · · .
Definition 6.10. Nat(A) =
⋃
e∈ENat(A) e
a1a Plus(A).
Two remarks on Nat(A)’s definition are in order.
Remarks 6.11. (a) Nat(A) is obtained by attaching the 1-padding of Plus(A) to
each e ∈ ENat(A), hence it can be seen as a tree of sets: to move from a set at
level n to a set at level n + 1 we exit level n by following a node of the form
saia(1− i)au(rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋))
a1 — choosing different strings s will take us to
different nodes at level n+ 1. The digit ‘1’ that separates different levels will
ensure that every x as in (35) will not have density 1 in Nat(A), implying
T -regularity.
(b) Given any x ∈ ω2 we have five mutually exclusive possibilities:
(i) x does not extend any node of ENat(A), hence x /∈ Nat(A),
(ii) x extends infinitely many nodes of ENat(A), hence it is of the form (35)
and it is a branch of the tree of sets. Also in this case x /∈ Nat(A).
(iii) x extends ea0 with e ∈ ENat(A). Then x /∈ Nat(A) by part (b) of
Lemma 6.12 below.
(iv) x is of the form ea1ay, and e is the largest exit node contained in x.
Then x ∈ Nat(A)⇔ y ∈ A.
(v) x extends ea1asaη for some η ∈ {01, 10}, and e is the largest exit node
contained in x. By maximality x ⊃ ea1asaηav for some v ⊥ u(rlh(s) ·
µ(A⌊s⌋)) hence x ∈ Nat(A).
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Lemma 6.12. Let e, e′ ∈ ENat(A):
(a) If e ⊂ e′ then
(
ea1a Plus(A)
)
∩Ne′ = ∅, hence
e 6= e′ ⇒
(
ea1a Plus(A)
)
∩
(
e′a1a Plus(A)
)
= ∅.
(b) ∀e ∈ ENat(A) (Nea0 ∩Nat(A) = ∅).
Proof. (a) Let e = v1
a1av2
a1a . . . a1avn and e
′ = ea1avn+1
a1a . . . a1avn+k. To-
wards a contradiction suppose that there is an element of the Cantor space of the
form ea1ax with x ∈ Plus(A) that belongs to Ne′ , that is
x = sn+1
aηn+1
a
u(rlh(sn+1) · µ(A⌊sn+1⌋))
ay,
for some y. As x /∈ A then x belongs to some saia(1 − i)aO(rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)) for
some s ∈ <ω2 and i ∈ 2. This implies that s = sn+1 and ηn+1 = ia(1− i) and
u(rlh(sn+1) · µ(A⌊sn+1⌋))
ay ∈ O(rlh(sn+1) · µ(A⌊s⌋)),
which contradicts Definition 6.1.
(b) It is enough to show that
∀e, e′ ∈ ENat(A)
(
Ne′a0 ∩
(
ea1a Plus(A, r)
)
= ∅
)
.
If e′ ⊆ e then e′a0 ⊥ ea1 hence the result holds at once. If instead e ⊂ e′ we apply
part (a). 
We now construct Flat(A), the analogue of A♭. First define
EFlat(A) =
⋃
n>0
EFlatn (A),
the set of all exit nodes of Flat(A), where EFlatn (A) is the set of all sequences of
the form
w1
a1(h(1))aw2
a1(h(2))a . . . a1(h(n−1))awn
with
wi = si
aηi
a
u(max
{
ri, rlh(si) · µ(A⌊si⌋)
}
)
and s1, . . . , sn ∈
<ω2, η1, . . . , ηn ∈ {01, 10} and
h(i) = min k
(
1− 2−k+1 ≥ ri
)
.
Notice that the elements of EFlat(A) differ from the ones of ENat(A) in that the
u part is different and we use 1(h(ri)) to separate the blocks. We leave it to the
reader to check that the elements of EFlat(A) have properties similar to the ones
in ENat(A) — in particular (34) holds if e ∈ EFlatn (A) and e
′ ∈ EFlatn′ (A).
Definition 6.13.
Flat(A) =
(⋃
n>0
⋃
e∈EFlatn (A)
eaPh(n)(Plus(A, rn))
)
∪
{
x | ∃∞e ∈ EFlat(A) (e ⊆ x)
}
.
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Remarks 6.14. (a) Flat(A) is the disjoint union of two sets. The first one, like
the case of Nat(A), can be seen as a tree of sets hence it is stratified in layers,
the second one is the set of all branches through this tree.
(b) Given any x ∈ ω2 we have six mutually exclusive possibilities:
(i) x does not extend any node of EFlat(A), hence x /∈ Flat(A),
(ii) x extends infinitely many nodes of EFlat(A), hence it is in Flat(A). In
this case we will see that x ∈ Φ(Flat(A)).
(iii) x extends ea0(h(n)) with e ∈ EFlatn (A). Then x /∈ Flat(A) by part (b) of
Lemma 6.15 below.
(iv) x is of the form ea1(h(n))ay, and e ∈ EFlatn (A) is the largest exit node
contained in x. Then x ∈ Flat(A)⇔ y ∈ A.
(v) x extends ea1(h(n))asaη for some η ∈ {01, 10}, and e is the largest exit
node contained in x. By maximality x ⊃ ea1(h(n))asaηav for some v ⊥
u(max
{
rn+1, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
) hence x ∈ Flat(A).
(vi) x extends eat with e ∈ EFlatn (A) and t ∈
h(n)2 \
{
0(h(n)), 1(h(n))
}
. Then
x ∈ Flat(A) ∩ Φ(Flat(A)).
The following is proved as Lemma 6.12.
Lemma 6.15. Let e ∈ EFlatn (A) and e
′ ∈ EFlatn′ (A):
(a) If e ⊂ e′ then
(
ea1(h(n))a Plus(A, rn)
)
∩Ne′ = ∅, hence
e 6= e′ ⇒
(
ea1(h(n))a Plus(A, rn)
)
∩
(
e′a1(h(n
′))a Plus(A, rn′)
)
= ∅.
(b) ∀e ∈ EFlat(A) (Nea0(h(n)) ∩ Flat(A) = ∅).
Fix an s ∈ <ω2. Since Flat(A)⌊ea1(h(n))as⌋ ⊇ Plus(A, rn)⌊s⌋ when e ∈ E
Flat
n (A),
then (28) implies
∀e ∈ EFlatn (A)
(
µ(Flat(A)⌊ea1(h(n))as⌋) ≥ rn
)
.
Lemma 6.16. ∀e ∈ EFlatn (A) ∀k ≤ h(n)
(
µ(Flat(A)⌊ea1(k)⌋) ≥ rn
)
.
Proof. The case k = h(n) is the preceding inequality with s = ∅, and for 0 < k < k′
use that µ(Flat(A)⌊ea1(k)⌋) ≥ µ(Flat(A)⌊ea1(k′)⌋). If k = 0 then use (33). 
By Definition 6.3
µ
(
Plus(A, rn)⌊saia(1−i)⌋
)
= µ(O(max
{
rn, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
)) ≥ rn,
hence, arguing as in (31), µ(Plus(A, rn)⌊sai⌋) ≥ rn too. Therefore for all e ∈
EFlatn (A), all s ∈
<ω2, and i ∈ 2
µ(Flat(A)⌊ea1(h(n))asai⌋), µ(Flat(A)⌊ea1(h(n))asaia(1−i)⌋) ≥ rn.
To simplify the notation, let η = ia(1 − i) and e′ = ea1(h(n))asaηau ∈ EFlatn+1(A)
where
u = u(max
{
rn+1, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
).
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0 1
01
0(m−k)
0(m−k)10(m−k+1)
Flat(A)⌊e′⌋
= Flat(A)⌊ea1(h(n))asaηa0(k)⌋
Figure 4.
If v ⊂ u then u = 0(m)1 and v = 0(k) for some k ≤ m. Thus (see Figure 4)
Flat(A)⌊ea1(h(n))asaηa0(k)⌋ = N1 ∪N01 ∪ · · · ∪ 0
(m−k)1aFlat(A)⌊e′⌋ ∪N0(m−k+1)
and
µ(Flat(A)⌊ea1(h(n))asaηa0(k)⌋) = 1−
1
2m−k+1
+
µ(Flat(A)⌊e′⌋)
2m−k+1
≥ 1−
1
2m−k+1
+
rn+1
2m−k+1
≥ rn+1.
Therefore
(36) ∀en ∈ E
Flat
n (A) ∀en+1 ∈ E
Flat
n+1(A) ∀t
(
en ⊂ t ⊆ en+1 ⇒ µ
(
Flat(A)⌊t⌋
)
≥ rn
)
.
Proposition 6.17. If A 6= ∅, ω2 then
Nat(A) ≡W A
♮ and Flat(A) ≡W A
♭.
Proof. We first look at Nat(A) and A♮. Fix e ∈ ENat(A): we will show that
A♮ ≤L Nat(A)⌊ea1⌋, hence A
♮ ≤L Nat(A). Player II wins GL(A♮,Nat(A)⌊ea1⌋) by
copying I’s moves and playing an appropriate u-node followed by 1 whenever I
breaks a sequence s by playing 01 or 10. Conversely II wins GW(Nat(A), A
♮) as
follows:
Player II enumerates a sequence a with a /∈ A, until I reaches,
if ever, a position s1
aη1
a
u(rlh(s1) · µ(A⌊s1⌋))
a1 with η1 ∈ {01, 10}.
Suppose I has reached such position: then II plays 01 and from now
on copies I’s moves, removing the sequences of the form ua1. This
works as long as I plays inside the tree generated by the nodes in
ENat(A). Suppose at some stage I goes astray and leaves this tree:
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• if I enters an open set of the form O(r) then II plays from now
on a with a ∈ A,
• if I followed the relevant u node but after that played 0 instead
of 1, then II from now enumerates a sequence a with a /∈ A.
This proves the first equivalence. The second equivalence is similar and it is left
to the reader. 
Lemma 6.18. The set
{
x ∈ ω2 | ∃∞e ∈ ENat(A) (e ⊂ x)
}
is null. Similarly for{
x ∈ ω2 | ∃∞e ∈ EFlat(A) (e ⊂ x)
}
.
Proof. We shall prove only the first statement, leaving the second to the reader.
Let Un =
⋃
e∈ENatn (A)
Ne and U0 =
ω2. Then Un+1 ⊆ Un and
⋂
n
Un =
{
x ∈ ω2 | ∃∞e ∈ ENat(A) (e ⊂ x)
}
.
The result will be proved by establishing that µ(Un+1) ≤ µ(Un)/2. As Un+1 is the
disjoint union
⋃
e∈ENatn (A)
Ve where Ve =
⋃{
Ne′ | e ⊂ e′ ∈ ENatn+1(A)
}
, it is enough
to show that µ(Ve) ≤ µ(Ne)/2 for all e ∈ ENatn (A). Fix e ∈ E
Nat
n (A) and let
E =
{
e′ ∈ ENatn+1(A) | e ⊂ e
′
}
. If e0, e1 ∈ E are distinct, then by Definition 6.1
of the nodes u, there are s0, s1 ∈
<ω2, η0, η1 ∈ {01, 10} and ki ∈ ω such that
ei = e
a1asi
aηi
a0(ki)a1, hence Nea1as0aη0a0(k0) ∩Nea1as1aη1a0(k1) = ∅. Therefore
µ(Ne) ≥
∑
e′∈E
µ(Ne′↾lh(e′)−1)
=
∑
e′∈E
2µ(Ne′)
= 2µ(Ve)
as required. 
Proposition 6.19. If A is T -regular then Nat(A) and Flat(A) are T -regular.
Moreover, if A is in ran(Φ ↾ Π01)∩ran(Φ ↾ Σ
0
1), then so are Nat(A) and Flat(A).
Proof. First we deal with Nat(A). Suppose x ∈ Nat(A): then there is n ∈ ω,
e ∈ ENatn (A) and y ∈ Plus(A) = Φ(Plus(A)) such that x = e
a1ay. As
lim
m→∞
µ
(
Nat(A)⌊x↾m⌋
)
≥ lim
m→∞
µ
(
Plus(A)⌊y↾m⌋
)
= 1
then x ∈ Φ(Nat(A)).
Suppose now x /∈ Nat(A) towards proving that x /∈ Φ(Nat(A)). We distinguish
four cases.
Case A: x extends no e ∈ ENat(A). The either
• x ⊃ saηav with η ∈ {01, 10} and v ⊥ u(rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)), or else
• x = y for some y ∈ ω2.
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In the first case x ∈ Nsaηav and this basic open set is disjoint from
Nat(A), hence DNat(A)(x) = 0.
In the second case: given m, for any η ∈ {01, 10} there is an i ∈ 2 such
that Nat(A)⌊x↾2maηai⌋ = ∅, hence µ(Nat(A)⌊x↾2m⌋) ≤ 3/4. In particular,
x /∈ Φ(Nat(A)).
Case B: x =
⋃
n en with en ∈ E
Nat
n (A), hence µ
(
Nat(A)⌊en⌋
)
≤ 1
2
by part (b) of
Lemma 6.12, and therefore x /∈ Φ(Nat(A)).
Case C: x extends ea0 for some e ∈ ENat(A). Then DNat(A)(x) = 0 by part (b) of
Lemma 6.12.
Case D: x = ea1ay with y /∈ A, and e is the largest exit node contained in x.
Since A = Φ(A), fix an increasing sequence (mk)k and an ε > 0 such that
µ(A⌊y↾mk⌋) < 1− ε, for all k ∈ ω. Then there is an L ∈ ω such that
lhu
(
rmk · µ(A⌊y↾mk⌋)
)
≤ L
for all k ∈ ω. By part (b) of Lemma 6.12, Nat(A)⌊ea1ay↾2mk⌋ is disjoint from
the two basic open neighborhoods given by ia(1− i)au(rmk ·µ(A⌊y↾mk⌋))
a0
with i ∈ {0, 1}, hence
∀k
(
µ
(
Nat(A)⌊ea1ay↾2mk⌋
)
≤ 1− 2−L−2
)
,
proving that x /∈ Φ(Nat(A)).
Therefore Nat(A) = Φ(Nat(A)).
Now we turn to Flat(A). If x extends infinitely many e ∈ EFlat(A) then
µ(Flat(A)⌊x↾n⌋) → 1 by (36), hence x ∈ Φ(Flat(A)). Suppose now x ∈ Flat(A)
and x ⊃ e ∈ EFlatn (A) for some largest n. Then either
• x = easay with s ∈ h(n)2 and s 6= 1(h(n)), 0(h(n)). Then x is in the interior of
Flat(A) hence x ∈ Φ(Flat(A)).
• x ⊃ ea1(h(n))asaηav with v ⊥ u(max
{
rn+1, rlh(s) · µ(A⌊s⌋)
}
) and η ∈ {01, 10}.
Again x is in the interior of Flat(A).
• x = ea1(h(n))ay with y ∈ A = Φ(A). By T -regularity y ∈ Plus(A, rn), and
since Flat(A)⌊ea1(h(n))ay↾m⌋ ⊇ Plus(A, rn)⌊y↾m⌋ it follows that x ∈ Φ(Flat(A)).
Therefore
x ∈ Flat(A)⇒ x ∈ Φ(Flat(A)).
Suppose now x /∈ Flat(A) towards proving that x /∈ Φ(Flat(A)). We distinguish
three cases.
Case E: x extends no e ∈ EFlat(A). Then proceed as in Case A.
Case F: x extends ea0(h(n)) for some e ∈ EFlatn (A). Then DFlat(A)(x) = 0 by
part (b) of Lemma 6.15.
Case G: x = ea1(h(n))ay with y /∈ A, and e ∈ EFlatn (A) is the largest exit node
contained in x. As in Case D, fix an increasing sequence (mk)k and an
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ε > 0 such that µ(A⌊y↾mk⌋) < 1 − ε, for all k ∈ ω. Then there is an L ∈ ω
such that ∀k (lh(uk) ≤ L), where
uk = u
(
max
{
rn+1, rmk · µ(A⌊y↾mk⌋)
})
.
By part (b) of Lemma 6.15, Flat(A)⌊ea1(h(n))ay↾2mk⌋ is disjoint from the two
basic open neighborhoods given by ia(1 − i)auka0(h(n+1)) with i ∈ {0, 1},
hence
∀k
(
µ
(
Flat(A)⌊ea1(h(n))ay↾2mk⌋
)
≤ 1− 2−1−L−h(n+1)
)
.
Suppose now A = Φ(A) towards proving that µ(FrNat(A)) = µ(FrFlat(A)) = 0,
and hence that Nat(A),Flat(A) ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Π01) ∩ ran(Φ ↾ Σ
0
1), by (13). Using (24)
it is easy to check that
FrNat(A) ⊆
{
x ∈ ω2 | ∃∞e ∈ ENat(A) (e ⊂ x)
}
∪
⋃
s∈<ω2
saω2
FrFlat(A) ⊆
{
x ∈ ω2 | ∃∞e ∈ EFlat(A) (e ⊂ x)
}
∪
⋃
s∈<ω2
saω2
and since ω2 is null, we are done.

6.4. Proof of Theorem 1.4. By Corollary 4.4 it is enough to show by induction
on α < ωω11 that for each Borel set A of Wadge rank α, there is an open set U
and a closed set D such that Φ(U) = Φ(D) ≡W A. Theorem 5.3 takes care of the
case when α < ω1 so we may assume that α ≥ ω1. Let A ⊆
ω2 be a set of Wadge
rank α. If α is either a successor ordinal or a limit ordinal of countable cofinality
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, so we may assume that
(37) cof(α) = ω1.
Suppose that α = β + γ with β, γ < α: by replacing β with β + 1 if needed,
we may assume that any B of Wadge rank β is self-dual. Then A ≡W B + C
for some C of Wadge rank γ. By inductive assumption and Proposition 6.7 then
A ≡W Φ(U) = Φ(D) for some U ∈ Σ
0
1 and D ∈ Π
0
1. Therefore we may assume
that
α is additively indecomposable.
Write α = ωξ1 · δ+µ with µ, ξ < ω1: by indecomposability µ = 0 and therefore δ is
not a successor ordinal > 1, while by (37) δ cannot be limit. Thus α = ωξ1: by (37)
ξ cannot be be limit hence we may assume that
α = ων+11 .
Let B be a set of Wadge rank ων1 + 1, so that B is self-dual. Then A is Wadge
equivalent to either B♮ or else to B♭. By inductive assumption B ≡W C for some
C ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ01) ∩ ran(Π
0
1) hence Nat(C),Flat(C) ∈ ran(Φ ↾ Σ
0
1) ∩ ran(Φ ↾ Π
0
1)
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by Proposition 6.19. By Proposition 6.17 A is Wadge equivalent to either Nat(C)
or Flat(C), and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
7. Attaining the maximal complexity
In this section we shall prove Theorems 1.2, 1.3, 1.7 and 1.9, and a result on
supports (see Section 3).
7.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let A 6= ∅ be T -regular, with empty interior. We
will show that P3 ≤W A, where
P3 =
{
z ∈ ω×ω2 | ∀n ∀∞mz(n,m) = 0
}
.
Since P3 is a complete Π
0
3 set [Kec95, p. 179] the result follows. Recall that D(A)
is the tree of Definition 3.3. Given a 0-1 matrix a = 〈a(i, j) | i, j < n〉 of order n,
a sequence ϕ(a) ∈D(A) will be constructed so that
a ⊂ b ⇒ ϕ(a) ⊂ ϕ(b)
and therefore
f : ω×ω2→ [D(A)] , f(z) =
⋃
n
ϕ(z ↾ n× n)
is continuous. The function f will witness that P3 ≤W Φ(A).
Let In = [1− 2−n; 1− 2−n−1) and let ρ : D(A)→ ω be
ρ(s) = n ⇔ µ(A⌊s⌋) ∈ In.
The map ρ is well defined since µ(A⌊s⌋) 6= 1 for all s, by the assumption on A. If
s ∈D(A) then
µ(A⌊s⌋) ≥ 1− 2
−n ⇒ µ(A⌊sai⌋) = 2µ(A⌊s⌋)− µ(A⌊sa(1−i)⌋) ≥ 1− 2
−n+1
hence
(38) ∀s ∈D(A)∀n > 0
(
ρ(s) ≥ n⇒ ρ(sa0), ρ(sa1) ≥ n− 1
)
.
It follows at once that
x ∈ Φ(A) ⇔ x ∈ [D(A)] ∧ lim
n→∞
ρ(x ↾ n) =∞.
Claim 7.0.1. Suppose s ∈D(A). For any j < ρ(s) there is a s ⊂ t ∈D(A) such
that ρ(t) = j and ∀u (s ⊆ u ⊆ t⇒ ρ(u) ≥ j).
Proof. Let x ∈ Ns have density 0 in A. By (38) let t ⊂ x be the shortest node
extending s such that µ(A⌊t⌋) < 1− 2−j−1. 
If a is the empty matrix, then ϕ(a) = ∅, and if a = 〈a(i, j) | i, j ≤ n〉 is a matrix
of order n+ 1, we set
ϕ(a) = t
where t is defined as follows:
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Case 1: ∀j ≤ n a(j, n) = 0. By Proposition 3.5 let t ∈ D(A) be an extension of
ϕ(a ↾ n× n) such that ρ(t) = n+ 1 and
∀u (ϕ(a ↾ n× n) ⊆ u ⊆ t⇒ ρ(u) ≥ ρ ◦ ϕ(a ↾ n× n)) .
Case 2: ∃j ≤ n a(j, n) = 1. Let j0 be the least such j and by Proposition 3.5 and
Claim 7.0.1 let t ∈D(A) be such that t ⊃ ϕ(a ↾ n× n), ρ(t) = j0, and
∀v (ϕ(a ↾ n× n) ⊆ v ⊆ t⇒ ρ(v) ≥ min {ρ(ϕ(a ↾ n× n)), ρ(t)}) .
Suppose z ∈ P3. For every k ∈ ω choose mk such that ∀m ≥ mk a(k,m) = 0
and let
Mk = max {m0, . . . , mk} .
Therefore for every n ≥ max {k,Mk} the least j ≤ n such that z(j, n) = 1 — if
such j exists — is larger than k and therefore ρ(ϕ(z ↾ n × n)) ≥ k. This shows
that limi→∞ ρ(f(z) ↾ i) =∞ hence f(z) ∈ Φ(A).
Conversely suppose z /∈ P3. Let n0 be the least n such that the nth row
contains infinitely many 1s, i.e. ∃∞mz(n0, m) = 1 and ∀i < n0 ∀∞mz(i,m) =
0. Then for arbitrarily large n, ϕ(z ↾ n × n) is computed as in Case 2, hence
ρ(f(z) ↾ i) = n0 for infinitely many i. In particular limi→∞ ρ (f(z) ↾ i) 6=∞, hence
f(z) ∈ [D(A)] \ Φ(A).
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
7.2. Closed sets with empty interior and the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 7.1. Let S be a perfect pruned tree such that µ [S] > 0 and let ε > 0 be
given. Then there is a pruned tree T ⊆ S such that [T ] has empty interior in [S],
µ([T ]) + ε > µ([S]).
Proof. The tree T will be defined as
T = {u ∈ S | ∀n (tn * u) }
for an appropriate sequence (tn)n ⊆ S. Density amounts to say that
(39) ∀s ∈ S ∃n (s ⊆ tn ∨ tn ⊆ s)
and since the sets Ntn ∩ [S] are disjoint,
(40) n 6= m ⇒ tn ⊥ tm.
Let (ℓn)n be a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers such that ℓ0 > 0. A
sequence (tn)n that satisfies (39), (40) and
∀n,m < ω (n < m ⇒ lh(tn) < lh(tm))(41)
∃∞n (lh(tn+1) > lh(tn) + 1)(42)
∀n (ℓn ≤ lh(tn))(43)
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is called a sparse sequence of order (ℓn)n for S. By (43)
∞∑
n=0
2− lh(tn) ≤
∞∑
n=0
2−ℓn
so if (ℓn)n grows fast enough, then µ([S] \ [T ]) < ε as required.
To show the existence of such sequence, let ✁ be the well-order of <ω2 obtained
by ordering the nodes according to their length and comparing nodes of equal
length given by the lexicographic order:
(44) s ✁ t ⇔ lh(s) < lh(t) ∨ (lh(s) = lh(t) ∧ s <lex t) .
We shall define inductively tn, un ∈ S such that
un is the ✁-least u ∈ S such that ∀i < n (u ⊥ ti),(45a)
tn ⊃ un ∧ lh(tn) ≥ max {ℓn, tn−1} ∧ ∃u ∈ S (u ⊥ tn ∧ ∀i < n (u ⊥ ti)) .(45b)
Suppose ui, ti have been defined for all i < n and satisfy (45a) and (45b). By (45b)
there is a ✁-least un ∈ S which is incompatible with t0, . . . , tn−1. As S is perfect,
there exist tn, u ∈ S incompatible extensions of un, such that lh(tn) ≥ ℓn, lh(tn−1).
Since tn ⊇ un and un ⊥ ti for i < n, it follows that the tn’s are pairwise incom-
patible, i.e. (40) holds. Given s ∈ S such that tk * s for all k, pick n least such
that s ✁ un+1: since s = un ⊆ tn is impossible, then s must be compatible with
some ti with i ≤ n, hence s ⊂ ti. Therefore (39) holds. Moreover it is trivial to
arrange the construction so that lh(tn) + 1 < lh(tn+1) for infinitely many (or even
for every) n, hence (42) holds as well. 
In particular, taking S = <ω2, a closed set of positive measure and empty interior
C = [T ] is obtained. By (10) Φ(C) ⊆ C hence also Φ(C) has empty interior and
therefore Φ(C) is complete Π03 by Theorem 1.3. In other words we have shown
that
∃T perfect pruned tree such that Φ([T ]) is complete Π03
which is half of Theorem 1.2. To prove the other half, for any r ∈ (0; 1] pick an
increasing sequence (nk)k such that r =
∑∞
k=0 2
−nk−1 and let
O∗(r) =
⋃
k∈ω
N0(nk−1)1.
The set O∗(r) is open, Fr(O∗(r)) =
{
0(∞)
}
, and µ(O∗(r)) = r. For T as above,
consider the open set
W =
⋃
s∈T
⋃
i∈2
saia(1− i)aO∗(µ
[
T⌊s⌋
]
).
Then FrW ⊆ [T ] ∪ {x ∈ ω2 | ∀∞nx(n) = 0} is null hence Φ(W ) = Φ(Cl(W )). It
is enough to prove
Proposition 7.2. The map x 7→ x witnesses Φ([T ]) ≤W Φ(W ).
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Proof. By (2)
µ(W⌊t⌋) =
∑
s∈T⌊t⌋
2−2 lh(s)−1µ
[
T⌊tas⌋
]
=
∑
s∈<ω2
2−2 lh(s)−1µ
[
T⌊tas⌋
]
= µ
[
T⌊t⌋
]
.
Suppose x ∈ Φ([T ]). Then µ(W⌊x↾2n⌋) = µ(
[
T⌊x↾n⌋
]
) → 1. Since µ(W⌊x↾2n+1⌋) =
1
2
µ(
[
T⌊x↾n⌋
]
)+ 1
2
µ(
[
T⌊x↾n+1⌋
]
)→ 1, then x ∈ Φ(W ). Conversely, if x /∈ Φ([T ]), take
(nk)k such that µ(
[
T⌊x↾nk⌋
]
) < 1− ε for some ε, hence µ(W⌊x↾2nk⌋) = µ(
[
T⌊x↾nk⌋
]
) <
1− ε, hence x /∈ Φ(W ). 
Using sparse sequences it is possible to show that the assumption in Theorem 1.3
cannot be weakened by requiring that A be T -regular and with a frontier of positive
measure.
Corollary 7.3. There is a T -regular open set U such that µ(FrU) > 0.
Proof. Let ℓn = 2n and let T be the closed set with empty interior constructed from
a sparse sequence of order (ℓn)n. Let U = ¬ [T ]. Then µ(U) =
∑∞
n=0 2
−2n−2 = 2/3
and for t ∈ T ,
µ(U⌊t⌋) = 2
lh(t)
∑
tn⊃t
2− lh(tn)
≤ 2ℓk−1
∞∑
n=k
2−ℓn (for some k = k(t))
≤ 22k+1
∞∑
n=k
2−2n−2
= 2
3
.
Therefore Φ(U) = U but Fr(U) = [T ] has positive measure. 
7.3. Supports are not complete invariants. Using a sparse sequence it is pos-
sible to show that the inner and outer supports are not complete invariants for
measure equivalence.
Proposition 7.4. There are measurable sets A 6≡ B such that
supt−(A) = supt−(B) and supt+(A) = supt+(B).
Proof. Let U and T be as in Corollary 7.3. For ℓ′n = 3n + 2 let (t
′
n)n be a sparse
sequence of order (ℓ′n)n in T , and let T
′ = {u ∈ T | ∀n (t′n * u)}. Finally let
A = U and B = U ∪ [T ′] .
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As µ [T ] = 1
3
>
∑∞
n=0 2
−3n−2 it follows that µ [T ′] > 0, hence µ(A) < µ(B) < 1.
As U is open and dense, then supt+(A) = supt+(B) = ω2,
By Corollary 7.3 and (12), U = Φ(A) = supt−(A) hence it is enough to show
that U = supt−(B). Again by (12) it is enough to show that U = IntΦ(B). By
monotonicity U = Φ(A) ⊆ Φ(B), so it is enough to check that Int Φ(B) ⊆ U .
Given x ∈ [T ] and n ∈ ω it is enough to show that there are elements in Nx↾n
whose density in B is not 1. But this is immediate since [T ] \ [T ′] is open and
dense in [T ]. 
By Lemma 3.2 we obtain
Corollary 7.5. There are measurable sets A 6≡ B such that
ClΦ(A) = ClΦ(B) and Int Φ(A) = IntΦ(B).
7.4. Density in the sense of forcing and the proof of Theorem 1.9. The
Boolean algebra Malg is endowed with a partial order
[A] ≤ [B]⇔ µ(A \B) = 0
⇔ A ∩ B ≡ A.
The minimum of Malg is [∅] the collections of null sets, and is denoted by 0. If
A,B are T -regular, then (7c) implies that
[A] ≤ [B]⇔ A ⊆ B.
We will say that [B] ∈Malg has empty interior just in case Int(Φ(B)) = ∅, hence
if [B] has empty interior, then every [A] ≤ [B] has also empty interior. From
Theorem 1.3 we obtain
Corollary 7.6. If 0 < [B] ∈Malg has empty interior then Φ(A) is Π03 complete,
for every 0 < [A] ≤ [B]. In particular, Wd is not dense in the sense of forcing in
Malg for any Wadge degree d ⊆∆03.
On the other hand,
Proposition 7.7. For every Wadge degree d ⊆ ∆03 and every [A] ∈ Malg with
nonempty interior, there is a [B] ∈ Wd with [B] ≤ [A].
Proof. Suppose A is T -regular and suppose Ns ⊆ A. By Theorem 1.4 let D =
Φ(D) ∈ d: since saD ∈ d is also T -regular we are done. 
Given A of positive measure and an ε > 0, choose a perfect pruned tree S such
that [S] ⊆ A and µ(A \ [S]) < ε/2. Let T ⊆ S be a perfect pruned tree such that
µ([S]\ [T ]) < ε/2 and such that C = [T ] has empty interior in [S]. Then [C] ≤ [A]
and since Φ(C) ⊆ C then [C] has empty interior. Therefore we have shown that
Proposition 7.8. Let W be the collection of all [A] ∈Malg with empty interior.
Then
∀ε > 0∀[A] ∈Malg∃[B] ∈ W
(
[B] ≤ [A] ∧ µ(A△B) < ε
)
.
This and Theorem 1.3 yield (a slight strengthening of) Theorem 1.9.
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7.5. Proofs of Theorems 1.6 and 1.7. Fix (Vn)n an enumeration without rep-
etitions of {Ns | s ∈
<ω2}.
Proposition 7.9. The set
A = {[A] ∈Malg | ∀n (µ(A ∩ Vn) > 0 ∧ µ(Vn \ A) > 0)}
is comeager in Malg.
Proof. We will show that the sets
A
− = {[A] ∈Malg | ∀n (µ(Vn \ A) > 0)}
A
+ = {[A] ∈Malg | ∀n (µ(A ∩ Vn) > 0)}
are comeager, and this will suffice since A = A − ∩A +. Let us start with A −.
By a result of Banach and Mazur (see [Kec95, Theorem 8.33]), it is enough to
show that Player II has a winning strategy in the game G∗∗(A −) in which the two
players choose alternatively nonempty open subsets of Malg
II
I U0
U1
U2
U3
· · ·
· · ·
G∗∗(A −)
such that U0 ⊇ U1 ⊇ U2 ⊇ U3 ⊇ . . ., and II wins iff
⋂
n Un ⊆ A
−. Since Malg
is a metric space with distance δ([A], [B]) = µ(A△B), without loss of generality
we may assume that each Un is an open ball
Un = Bδ([An]; εn) = {[B] ∈Malg | δ([B], [An]) < εn} .
The strategy for II requires that
(1) ClU2n+1 ⊆ U2n,
(2) ε2n+1 < 2
−n,
(3) ε2n+1 ≤ µ(Vn \ A2n+1).
Conditions (1) and (2) are easily satisfied. For (3) pick A′2n+1 such that
r
def
= µ(A2n△A
′
2n+1) = δ([A2n], [A
′
2n+1]) < ε2n,
and let ε′2n+1 < min {ε2n − r, 2
−n}. We have two cases.
Case 1: µ(Vn ∩ A′2n+1) = 0. Then let A2n+1 = A
′
2n+1 and ε2n+1 ≤ ε
′
2n+1, µ(Vn).
Case 2: µ(Vn ∩ A
′
2n+1) > 0. Then take V
′
n ⊆ A
′
2n+1 ∩ Vn such that
0 < µ(V ′n) < ε2n − r.
Let A2n+1 = A
′
2n+1 \ V
′
n. Then
δ([A2n], [A2n+1]) ≤ δ([A2n], [A
′
2n+1]) + δ([A
′
2n+1], [A2n+1])
< r + ε2n − r
= ε2n,
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hence [A2n+1] ∈ Bδ([A2n]; ε2n). Choose ε2n+1 ≤ ε′2n+1, µ(V
′
n)/2 such that
Cl Bδ([A2n+1]; ε2n+1) ⊆ Bδ([A2n]; ε2n).
We leave it to the reader to verify that conditions (1)–(3) are verified.
Let us check that this is a winning strategy for II. Conditions (1) and (2) imply
that ([An])n is a Cauchy sequence converging to some [A∞], and that
⋂
n Un =
{[A∞]}. Since δ([A∞], [A2n+1]) = µ(A∞△A2n+1) < ε2n+1, condition (3) implies
that µ(Vn \ A∞) > 0.
We are now going to show that Player II has a winning strategy in G∗∗(A +),
proving thus that A + is comeager. Conditions (1) and (2) are as before, while (3)
is replaced by
(3′) εn+1 ≤ µ(Vn ∩ A2n+1).
To satisfy (3′) pick A′2n+1 such that r = µ(A2n△A
′
2n+1) < ε2n and let ε
′
2n+1 <
min {ε2n − r, 2−n} as before. We have two cases.
Case 1′: µ(Vn ∩A′2n+1) > 0. Then take A2n+1 = A
′
2n+1 and ε2n+1 ≤ ε
′
2n+1, µ(Vn ∩
A′2n+1).
Case 2′: µ(Vn ∩ A
′
2n+1) = 0. Then take V
′
n ⊆ Vn such that µ(V
′
n) < ε2n − r
and let A2n+1 = A
′
2n+1 ∪ V
′
n so that [A2n+1] ∈ Bδ([A2n]; ε2n). Choose
ε2n+1 ≤ ε′2n+1, ε2n − r.
As before, playing according to this strategy guarantees that
⋂
n Un = {[A∞]}
with µ(A∞) > 0 and since µ(A∞△A2n+1) < ε2n+1, condition (3
′) implies that
µ(A∞ ∩ Vn) > 0. 
Theorems 1.7 and 1.6 now follow easily.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let A = Φ(A) and [A] ∈ A . Then Vn * A for all n, hence
Int(A) = ∅. Therefore by Theorem 1.3
A \ {[∅]} ⊆
{
[A] ∈Malg | Φ(A) is complete Π03
}

Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let [A] ∈ A and, towards a contradiction, suppose µ(A△D) =
0 with D ∈∆02. By construction µ(D∩Vn), µ(Vn\D) > 0 for all n, hence D would
be dense and co-dense, contradicting Baire’s category theorem. Therefore
A \ {[∅]} ⊆
{
[A] ∈Malg | [A] ∩∆02 = ∅
}

8. Proof of the Lebesgue density theorem in the Cantor space
It is enough to show that A \ Φ(A) is null for every measurable set A. As
A \ Φ(A) ⊆
⋃
ε∈Q+ Bε where
Bε = {x ∈ A | lim inf
n→∞
µ(A⌊x↾n⌋) < 1− ε},
it is enough to show that each Bε is null. Arguing as on page 7, it is easy to check
that each Bε is measurable. Towards a contradiction, suppose that B = Bε is not
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null for some fixed ε < 1. Choose U ⊇ B open and such that µ(U) < µ(B)/(1−ε).
Let
B =
{
s ∈ <ω2 | Ns ⊆ U ∧ µ(A⌊s⌋) ≤ 1− ε
}
.
By definition of B, any one of its points has arbitrarily small neighborhoods Ns
such that µ(A⌊s⌋) ≤ 1− ε, that is
(46) ∀x ∈ B ∃∞m (x ↾ m ∈ B) .
If A ⊆ B is an antichain (i.e., Ns ∩Nt = ∅ for distinct s, t ∈ A) then
µ(B ∩
⋃
s∈ANs) ≤
∑
s∈A µ(A ∩Ns)
≤ (1− ε) ·
∑
s∈A µ(Ns)
≤ (1− ε) · µ(U)
< µ(B),
hence
(47) ∀A ⊆ B
(
A antichain ⇒ µ(B \
⋃
s∈ANs) > 0
)
.
Construct pairwise incompatible sn ∈ B as follows. Let s0 ∈ B be arbitrary, and
suppose s0, . . . , sn have been chosen: by (47) the set B \ (Ns0 ∪ · · · ∪Nsn) is not
null, and for any x in this set there are arbitrarily large m such that x ↾ m ∈ B
by (46). In particular, the collection Bn = {s ∈ B | ∀i ≤ n (si ⊥ s)} is nonempty,
so let sn+1 be an element of B of minimal length. Since Bn ⊃ Bn+1 it follows
that lh(sn) ≤ lh(sn+1) for all n, hence lh(sn) → ∞. As {sn | n ∈ ω} ⊆ B is
an antichain, there is an x¯ ∈ B \
⋃
nNsn and by (46) there is an m¯ such that
s¯ = x¯ ↾ m¯ ∈ B = B−1. We will show by induction on n that s¯ ∈ Bn — as
lh(s¯) < lh(sn) for large enough n, and s¯ ∈ Bn+1, this would contradict the choice
of sn+1. Assume s¯ ∈ Bn: towards proving that s¯ ∈ Bn+1 it is enough to show that
s¯ ⊥ sn+1. Assume otherwise, that is either sn+1 ⊆ s¯ or s¯ ⊂ sn+1. If sn+1 ⊆ s¯, then
x¯ ∈Ns¯ ⊆Nsn+1, against x¯ ∈ B \
⋃
iNsi, and if s¯ ⊂ sn+1 this would go against the
minimality of lh(sn+1), hence either way a contradiction is reached.
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